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M Adrian, Mary. The Fox Hollow Mystery; illus. by Lloyd Coe. Hastings House,
3-5 1959. 109p. $2.75.
To belong to the Explorer's Club you had to have discovered something unusual and
Jeff, much as he wanted to be an Explorer, hadn't found a thing. He took the others
to Fox Hollow, but the "spacemen" he'd seen turned out to be a Hollywood crew on
location. In hunting for one of the Explorers when he disappeared, Jeff found the
other boy, discovered something unusual indeed-a limestone cave and some arti-
facts-and also found that the cave was the hiding place of a counterfeiter of old
coins. Praised for his knowledge of caves and his courageous behavior, happy Jeff
was declared an Explorer. Writing style is lively, but the plot is hampered by the in-
troduction of a mysterious stranger (the counterfeiter) and the last part of the book
burdened by Jeff's recitations about caves, spelunkers, stalactites, and stalagmites.
NR Andrews, Dorothy. Flaco; illus. by William M. Hutchinson. Friendship Press,
3-4 1958. 122p. $2.95.
When Papa lost his job, little Flaco had an idea for what the family could do; Flaco
had been attending the Evangelical church and he knew that they had established a
colony for people who wanted to start a new life. So Flaco's family left Oaxaca and
joined the colony, where they made new friends and were very happy. The question
of the acceptance by Flaco's father-presumably a Catholic, since there is a refer-
ence to the fact that "Always in his church the words had been said in Latin, and he
did not understand what they meant."-of his daughter's marriage to a non-Catholic
is never adequately presented. The purposive emphasis and background of the book
indicate that it will be best placed in a religious education collection.
R Ardizzone, Edward. Tim & Lucy Go to Sea. Walck, 1958. 48p. $2.75.
K-3
A new edition of Tim Sails Again, rewritten and redrawn. When Lucy met Tim, who
was looking for a berth on a ship, she convinced her guardian, Mr. Grimes, that he
should buy a yacht-which he promptly did. They hired a crew and went to sea in de-
liciously improbable fashion. The only unhappy member of the party was Mrs.
Smawley, the housekeeper, who was seasick. The yachtsmen were threatened by
some vicious men they had rescued who plotted to take over the ship; when a war-
ship came in sight, the villains were turned over to the authorities, the brave
yachtsmen were praised, and even Mrs. Smawley agreed that they should turn and
make for the open sea. Pictures and text are a happy combination in this bland tall
tale, nice to read aloud.
177
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NR Barry, Robert E. Just Pepper. Houghton, 1958. 40p. $2.50
4-5
yrs.
Captain Pepper went off to a resort and the birds then had nobody to catch fish for
them. At the resort, the Captain tried some rocking chairs, but finally had to build
one for himself to be suited; the chair he built was ten feet tall and shaped like a
half-circle, with flowers and an umbrella on it. Captain Pepper then proceeded to
rock his way back to the sea. A quite insubstantial story with confusing pictures that
show an interesting experimental technique but are as rambling as the text.
Ad Baudouy, Michel-Aime. The Children of the Marshes; tr. from the French by
6-9 Gerard Hopkins; illus. by Richard Kennedy. Pantheon, 1959. 183p. $2.95.
A story about modern Spain, translated from the French. Juan was the youngest child
of a wealthy family whose great estate was chiefly used for raising bulls for the ring
and training bullfighters. When some poor boys from the nearby town practiced se-
cretly with bulls from the herd, they were caught by Juan and his friend Perico, who
worked for the estate. One of the town boys, Paco, was almost hurt while he was
practicing and was rescued by Juan; thus began a new friendship. Paco was sponsored
by Juan's family as a matador and the last episode in the book tells of Paco's first
triumph in the ring. Style is turgid and humorless, but the background is interesting,
characterizations excellent, and the economic picture of rural Spain is clearly but not
obtrusively outlined.
R Bendick, Jeanne and Robert. Television Works Like This. 3rd rev. ed.
6- Whittlesey House, 1959. 64p. $2.75.
In language as simple as is consistent with the subject, the authors describe and ex-
plain the many facets of television. Index, illustrations, and glossary aid in making
clear the complicated processes. There are, since the 1954 edition, many minor
changes (deletions and additions) that have been made as well as major additions
that bring the book up-to-date such as the sections on video tape, pay TV, and
closed circuit TV. On some pages, the arrangement of pictures, captions, and text
is rather complicated.
NR Berry, Erick. Beckoning Landfall. Day, 1959. 192p. (Your Fair Land Series)
6-8 $3.50.
The first of a series of books about the twenty-nine national parks, this volume is
set in Acadia National Park, an island just off the coast of Maine. Two young people
are busy with a pageant of island history and they also encounter a mercenary syn-
dicate of lumbermen. In reviewing the past history of Mount Desert (now part of Aca-
dia) for planning the pageant, the young people become involved in some episodes
with Vikings and with Indians that take place in time past. The combination of fanta-
sy, history, and contemporary fiction is elaborate and confusing, and the fact that
the story takes place at a time when the park was being planned relates it only
slightly to Acadia National Park as it exists today.
R Caudill, Rebecca. Schoolroom in the Parlor; pictures by Decie Merwin.
3-5 Winston, 1959. 119p. $2.95.
Another pleasant book about the Fairchild family; the children cannot go to school
when the farm is snowed in during the winter, so the oldest daughter, Althy, teaches
school in the parlor. Although other incidents occur the emphasis is on the class-
room achievements; the zest and good humor with which the Fairchilds approach
learning is described with such simple sincerity that it is completely believable and
winning. A warm family story.
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R Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. Pika and the Roses; pictures by Kurt Wiese.
4-6 Pantheon, 1959. 33p. $2.75.
yrs.
A read-aloud story about a small rock rabbit named Pika, who was carrying a mouth-
ful of roses to the family haystack, although he was warned that he'd be unable to see,
over the flowers, the traditional enemy of rock rabbits, the weasel. When a weasel
did come along, Pika was saved by the bravery of all his many relatives, who ran
across the weasel's path, thereby confusing the trail. The members of Pika's family
are personified with consistency, and both conversation and description are unobtru-
sively informative. There is personification of the rock rabbits in conversation and
thought, but their actions remain consistent with animal behavior.
NR Conyn, Cornelius. A Zoo of My Own; illus. by Dick De Wilde. Day, 1958.
6-8 192p. $3.
Reminiscences of years spent by the author in a village in Sumatra, and of the many
and varied birds and beasts kept in his private zoo; not a zoo open to the public but
a succession of pets and strays. The writing style is rather dull, but the Indonesian
background has some interest. First published in 1957 in England.
M Cretien, Paul D. Sir Henry and the Dragon. Follett, 1958. 32p. $2.25.
1-3
Sir Henry goes off in his armor to find a dragon and meets a curly pink dragon that
he finds very friendly; indeed, Sir Henry invites the dragon to be his guest; they go
off together to find a wicked witch who has enchanted a princess. With the help of
the dragon, the witch is outwitted, the bewitched princess emerges in her true form
and the dragon bids a friendly farewell to the (naturally) betrothed pair. An innocu-
ous story that has been better told before. Illustrations are pedestrian art.
Ad Darby, Gene. What Is a Season?; pictures by Lucy and John Hawkinson.
1 Benefic, 1959. 48p. $1.60.
A description of the cycle of seasons and of the behavior of plants and animals at
each season that accompanies the changes in the weather. A double page spread at
the beginning of the book and another at the end of the book, as well as a review of
the cycle, enforces the pictures of environmental differences. Text itself is rather
dull and prosaic, but the book should be useful as supplementary material for inde-
pendent beginning readers.
NR Darby, Gene. What Is a Turtle ?; illus. by Lucy and John Hawkinson. Benefic,
1-2 1959. 48p. $1.60.
For the beginning reader; like the title cited above, the book uses a controlled vo-
cabulary. Describes a turtle, gives the life cycle, and tells about some of the differ-
ent kinds of turtles. One illustration shows a turtle with slate-blue shell which the
caption calls a green turtle. Text is slow-moving and it is in places difficult to dis-
tinguish captions from text. For example, "A turtle has one head. It can turn its
head like this. (to the left) It can turn its head like this. (to the right)." This is easy
reading, but it is not the best way to present information about biology.
R DeJong, Meindert. The Mighty Ones; (Great Man and Women of Bible Days);
6- pictures by Harvey Schmidt. Harper, 1959. 282p. $3.50.
A beautifully written book. The author has given new poignancy to some of the Old
Testament stories; the adaptation follows the quotation from the Biblical passage or
passages. Familiar characters come vividly alive, and the fictionalized account of
their lives is made absorbing and exciting to read. The first adaptation in the vol-
ume is from Genesis and has an unfortunate and reiterated stress on the factor of
nakedness and the shame thereof; with the exception of this section the book is a dis-
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tinguished contribution to literature for young readers.
R Felton, Harold W. New Tall Tales of Pecos Bill; illus. by William Moyers.
6-9 Prentice-Hall, 1958. 164p. $2.95.
A delightful collection of new anecdotes about the great hero of the Old West, with
revelations by Three-Fingered Ike about Bill's infancy-before he was a coyote. One
sequence explains, quite logically, how the struggle between Bill's horse and the
Sockdolager produced Lower California; neither beast would yield, and something
had to give, so the land stretched out of shape. The author not only tells a good sto-
ry, he adds to the brash exaggeration of the tall tale an additional element of humor
by making tongue-in-cheek scholarly interpretations. As are the other Felton books,
this is a good source for storytelling.
NR Flora, James. Charlie Yup and His Snip-Snap Boys. Harcourt, 1959. 3 4 p.
K-2 $2.75.
An overlong and elaborate fantasy in a picture book with crowded pages. Charlie Yup
cut people and animals out of paper and they all came to life and had adventures,
Western style: a bad man named Red Mike chased the Snip-Snap boys, a machine
called a Pumpy Greengrower revived the drooping vegetation after Red Mike, who
had stolen it, was captured. Indians are unpleasantly depicted, even for a fantasy.
R Freeman, Don. Norman the Doorman. Viking, 1959. 64p. $3.
4-6
yrs.
A tall tale about a cultured mouse. Norman was the doorman (mouse entrance) at the
Majestic Museum of Art where he happily admitted all his art-loving relatives. Nor-
man was himself something of an artist and he secretly entered a composition in the
sculpture contest-a mouse on a trapeze, made of mousetrap wire. Norman won the
contest, was found and acclaimed, and was given as a prize (at his request) a tour of
the museum by the very guard who had formerly tried to trap him. Amusing, but
rather long and repetitive. Illustrations are lively and colorful crayon drawings.
NR Fribourg, Marjorie G. Bimo, Young Hero of Java; illus. by Irv Docktor.
3-4 Sterling, 1958. 47p. $2.50.
An adaptation of a folktale about a Javanese prince who presented himself at the
court and requested of his uncle, the King, that he be allowed to grow up with the
seven sons of the king in the palace. Searching for a great adventure, Bimo set forth
to find the Elixir of Life. After meeting a giant and a dragon, Bimo found that his re-
flection in the water held a golden cup; he realized that his magic lay in his own per-
severance rather than in any other source. Upon his return, Bimo was given part of
the kingdom to rule. Poor writing style with dialogue that is distractingly contem-
porary.
M Gottlieb, Gerald. The First Book of France; pictures by Alan Moyler. Watts,
4-6 1959. 66p. $1.95.
An introduction to France, the text is divided in part by geographical areas: Paris,
the industrial north, Provence, the chateau country, etc. The author touches on in-
dustrial, agricultural, and historic aspects of the region and cites some of the fa-
mous cities or buildings of each. The French family and the sports, schools, games,
and holidays of the people are next described. Rather scanty lists of a few famous
people and of selected important dates are appended, as is an index. There is no dis-
cussion of the form of government. Information is adequate but the style of writing
is careless; there are generalizations ("Young and old, the French love the out-
doors,") and awkward bridges from one topic to another.
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Ad Hammond, Diana. Let's Go to a Hospital; drawn by Marvin Zetlan. Putnam,
2-4 1959. 46p. $1.95.
Describes the routines of a large hospital, the services and the physical character-
istics of the equipment. By following a patient (from entrance.through operation to
dismissal) during his stay, most aspects of hospital life are pictured. The informa-
tion is useful although there are generalizations; e.g., "Each month your parents
pay ... hospital insurance" or the information about rules for visitors. Glossary is
scanty and illustrations are not attractive, but the book is accurate and is fairly com-
prehensive.
R Hays, Wilma Pitchford. Fourth of July Raid; illus. by Peter Burchard.
4-5 Coward-McCann, 1959. 64p. $2.50.
In 1779, the townsfolk of New Haven, Connecticut, had planned to celebrate with an
Independence Day dinner. The day fell on Sunday, so the event was to be held on July
5, and on that day the British attacked; in the East Haven area where Tom Morris
lived, the Morris home was the first to be set afire. This is the historical background
for the story of young Tom's participation in the fighting and his realization that free-
dom must be fought for even if one is afraid. Good style, authentic historical details,
and handsome illustrations. Subject interest makes the book suitable for slow read-
ers in higher grades.
NR Higgins, Helen Boyd. Walter Reed; Boy Who Wanted To Know; illus. by Ray-
3-5 mond Burns. Bobbs-Merrill, 1958. 192p. (Childhood of Famous
Americans) $1.95.
The fictionalized story of the boyhood of Walter Reed; this, while a passable story
of a minister's family a century ago, has little to do with Dr. Reed's career. The
book dwells on the pre-teen years, devotes part of one chapter to the years in med-
ical school and, with no explanation or transition, concludes with a final chapter that
takes place today. It is called "A Call at the Hospital" and describes a father and
son visiting Walter Reed Hospital; father and son, in a stilted informational ex-
change, tell of Reed's achievements in fighting yellow fever.
R Hofsinde, Robert. Indian Picture Writing. Morrow, 1959. 96p. $2.50.
5-9
A compilation of 248 symbols used in picture writing; some of the symbols are sim-
ple pictorial representations (a flower stands for itself) and others are combinations
of ideas or abstractions ("leads" is a combination of the symbols for "walk" and "be-
fore"). The pictures are organized in loosely related groups, with explanatory cap-
tions, and are indexed. A brief description of the uses of picture writing, with sug-
gestions to the reader for trying the art, precedes the listing; the list is followed by
a page on exploit markings, some sample of letters in picture writing, and an illus-
tration of the Cree alphabet. Useful for readers who are interested in Indian lore or
those who are generally interested in the forms of written language.
M Hogner, Nils. Jimmy's First Roundup. Abelard-Schuman, 1959. 42p. $2.75.
3-4
Jimmy was told by the ranch foreman that he might come along on a roundup; the
first day out Jimmy's horse shied and the boy fell off and was told to go back to
camp. While the hands were branding cattle, Jimmy galloped up to intervene be-
tween them and an enraged cow. The ranch owner decided that Jimmy might make a
cowhand after all, and invited him to saddle up and ride herd. While the book gives
a good picture of the details of a roundup, there is no life in the characters. Illustra-
tions are vigorous but cluttered. Useful for slow readers in middle grades.
R Huff, Roderick Remmele. Bugle Boy; pictures by Leonard Shortall. Harper,
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3-6 1959. 117p. $2.50.
A delightful story of a boy who became addicted to bugling and what it did for him.
Humorous, realistic writing in which Pete, the Bugle Boy, becomes so proficient that
he is selected as camp bugler and his doting grandparents buy him a trumpet so thathe can go on to greater glory. Especially engaging is Pete's relationship with his
grandfather and especially touching is Pete's devotion to his camp and his worship
of the counselors.
R Huff, Roderick Remmele. Chip; pictures by Sheila Greenwald. Harper, 1958.3-5 184p. $2.50.
Chip Holland is a young boy just the right age to make friends with the animals liv-
ing near his home at Slickery Hollow, Kentucky. His three special friends are
Burfur, a tiger-moth caterpillar; Phoebe, a bird who has promised not to eat cater-pillars, or at least, not to eat Burfur, and Terence, a fresh water turtle. The story
takes the four friends through a year of adventuring together, ending when Burfur
undergoes a metamorphosis from a caterpillar to a moth. The author has created a
pleasing blend of reality and fantasy, with very likeable characters, both human and
animal.
R Huxley, Julian Sorell. The Wonderful World of Life; The Story of Evolution;6- diagrams; Isotype Institute; artists: Raymond Briggs, et al. Garden City
Books, 1958. 69p. $2.95.
An impressive addition to the Wonderful World series; as are the other books, this
is oversize and illustrated by many colorful drawings, diagrams, and photographs.
Mr. Huxley explains lucidly the relation of life forms, variation, mutation, differen-
tiation, and selection. He describes the ways in which scientists study evolution and
the records of the past, concluding with a survey of the course of evolution. Index is
appended.
Ad Jensen, Virginia Allen. Lars-Peter's Birthday; illus. by Ib Spang Olsen.
4-5 Abingdon, 1959. 36p. $2.75.
yrs.
Everytime Lars-Peter rode behind his mother on her bicycle, he wished he could
see more than his mother's back. The week before his sixth birthday he asked every
day when he could have a bike of his own, and was told, "On Sunday, when you are
six." Each day he imagined a different role-he delivered mail by bike-or he was a
racing bicycler. When Sunday came, there was his bike; Lars-Peter realized that he
could pretend now to be the leading figure in all his dreams of glory. An appealing
story with attractive illustrations of the Danish scene. The text is in English savefor the use of the Danish "Mor" and "Fah" in place of mother and father, which maybe a slight distraction to the listener.
NR Jewett, Eleanore Myers. Friend among Strangers; illus. by Joan Raysor.
5-7 Viking, 1958. 224p. $2.75.
The wealthy Sedlers invited Faith to come on a Caribbean cruise as a companion for
their snobbish daughter Anabel. Adventures with jewel smugglers and an immediate
rapport between Faith and a priestess at a voodoo altar in Haiti do not seem a cred-
ible accompaniment to the main theme of the book. The message of the book, as in-
dicated by the title, is the test of faith; Faith is a Quaker, and in her first trip away
from home, she is tested, tempted, and proved. The plot is heavily packed with ac-tion for a two-week cruise, and it strikes a jarring note that both girls suspect Mrs.
Smedler of being the smuggler.
SpC Keir, Leota Harris. Freckle-Face Frankel; illus. by Leonard Shortall.
4-5 Coward-McCann, 1959. 158p. $3.
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Deborah Frankel was a tomboy, always in trouble and always being compared to her
very proper cousin Miriam. Some of the incidents in the book are tangential to the
story line, which is Debbie's acceptance of her femininity, even unto frilly dresses
and boys. The story line itself, however, is subsidiary to the chief emphasis of the
book: a picture of Jewish family life and religious customs. The picture obtrudes on
the story; for example, Debbie's mother calls her in a "no-nonsense voice. Mother
used this voice when she called the meetings of the Brith Sholom Women's League
to order." References to organizations, the untranslated words, and extraneous in-
formation dominate the writing, so that the reader's attention is continually dis-
tracted from the events of the book. Does not give as balanced a picture of inter-
group relations as do the books by Sydney Taylor, although the setting is contempo-
rary.
Ad Knight, Frank. The Partick Steamboat; A Story for Boys and Girls; illus. by
7-9 Patrick Jobson. St. Martin's, 1959. 186p. $2.75.
A story about industrialization coming to the small Scottish town of Partick in 1812,
when the first steamboats began to navigate the river Clyde. Fergusson's boatyard
built the Partick steamboat, and the Fergusson family became embroiled in a feud
with the minister's family and with the mercenary Scobies, father and son. Further
complicating the action is the plot of a British naval officer who is doing intelli-
gence work and becomes involved with the Partick folk. Although the story line is
complicated and the dialogue is distractingly besprinkled with Scots dialect, the pace
is swift and the background of feuds, boats, the War of 1812, and the delightful Scot-
tish schoolroom scenes will hold the reader's attention.
NR Krauss, Ruth. A Moon or a Button; A Collection of First Picture Ideas; pic-
4-6 tures by Remy Charlip. Harper, 1959. 40p. $1.50.
yrs.
A book of "picture ideas" for small children, with just a picture and a caption on
each small page. The total effect is something like that known to older children as
"droodles": here some of the pictures are humorous, also. Some of the drawings
would appeal to older children, but some would be incomprehensible to little ones.
M Marks, Marcia Bliss. Swing Me Swing Tree; with pictures by David Berger.
K-2 Little, 1959. 30p. $2.
Quite brief verses in first person tell of all the different and wonderful ways to
swing: in a tree, on a rope, on a gate, etc. The fact that "I" changes identity is
somewhat confusing if the poems are read in sequence, which they probably will be
since many have only two or three lines. Illustrations are very attractive: vivacious
yet delicate in execution. Could be used in small groups to stimulate discussion of
similar experiences.
R Menninger, William Claire, et al. Blueprint for Teen-age Living. Sterling,
9-12 1958. 221p. $2.95.
Consists in large part of material originally published as Life Adjustment booklets
(Science Research Associates; all copyright dates are after 1950). Topics presented
by various authorities are emotional maturity, philosophy and ethical concepts, per-
sonality differences and the understanding of personality, alcohol and narcotics, dat-
ing, and social behavior and grooming. The greater part of the book is devoted to the
consideration of self-analysis and maturity. Most of the sections are well-written
and all are useful. A physical weakness of the book is the rather small print.
NR Miles, Betty. The Cooking Book; illus. by Jo Lowrey. Knopf, 1959. 34p.
4-6 $2.75.
yrs.
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Young children cannot use the book alone and the tone is rather condescending for
the adults who would have to read it to children. These are things that children would
do to "help" their mothers in the kitchen anyway, and mothers who would not let their
children do simple tasks are not likely to use such a book. Nowhere is it suggested
that the cook should wash his hands.
NR Miller, Warren. Pablo Paints a Picture; with illus. by Edward Sorel. Little,
K-1 1959. 30p. $2.75.
Pablo painted a picture on a fence, and the few people who stopped to watch grew into
a crowd; traffic stopped on the streets and in the harbor. When it began to rain, peo-
ple ran for cover and soon nobody was left but Pablo. Soon his mother came with ga-
loshes and raincoat, and nothing was left but Pablo's picture, very gay in the gray
rain. Style is inconsistent and writing is pedestrian; ending is anticlimactic and
Pablo's picture is several times his height.
M Oakley, Helen M. The Ranch by the Sea; illus. by Charles Geer. Knopf, 1959.
6-8 209p. $3.
The adults at the seaside community of Pike's Point were irate at the prospect of a
riding ranch opening in their town, but Marty Winters was delighted. Marty, visiting
for the summer, loved horses. She spent much of her time at the ranch, and other-
wise was occupied with community affairs when she became involved in the feud be-
tween two long-resident families. The feud was resolved (in part through Marty's
determined efforts) when the crusty older member of each family relented to approve
the marriage of their younger relatives. Plot is rather involved and contrived; char-
acters are wooden. The writing style is lively and the book is, in its background, a
variant of the horse story for the inveterate consumer.
R Osborne, Maurice M. Rudi and the Mayor of Naples; pictures by Joseph Low.
2-4 Houghton, 1958. 48p. $2.50.
Rudi was very proud to be a donkey big enough to pull Signor Bonifacio's wine cart,
especially enjoying his work on the day he found a delicious cake on a window sill.
Rudi dreamed of that cake, but he never mentioned it to his mother, who wondered if
he were in love. One day, when Rudi was very tired, he balked and refused to go far-
ther; this happened, alas, in the square of Naples and all traffic stopped. The police-
man appealed to the chief of police, and the chief appealed to the mayor, who had no
idea of what to do. Just then a baker came through the crowd . .. and Rudi recog-
nized the smell of The Cake; he moved on, the traffic jam broke, and the mayor took
the credit. An amusing story, with nuances of sophisticated humor; vocabulary is
rather difficult, and the book is well-suited to reading aloud to younger children.
R Parsons, Tom. Find a Career in Journalism. Putnam, 1959. 160p. $2.75.
6-9
Describes the various jobs in newspaper work, stressing the editorial responsibili-
ties. Careers in other journalistic fields are listed with related jobs in production
aspects; that is, such jobs as librarian or wire-photo operator are included in the
listing. The preparation of newspaper copy and the work of the publicity man are
discussed in separate chapters, and a most useful chapter lists schools of journal-
ism (by state), citing the scholarship and loan program as well as the employment
possibilities at each school. A sample of corrected proof accompanies some proof-
reader's marks at the end of the book, and a glossary and index are appended.
R Riedman, Sarah Regal. Charles Darwin. Holt, 1959. 192p. $3.
7-10
A welcome contribution to the Darwin Centennial Year is this excellent biography.
Rather than a chronological account of his childhood, the background for Darwin's
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adult years and his career is given in a vivid picture of his unusual and interesting
family and of the young man's indecision about his future. His interest in botany led
to Darwin's appointment as naturalist on the Beagle; his writings and his theories
after that famous voyage are described in lively and informative style.
R Riedman, Sarah Regal. Let's Take a Trip to a Cement Plant; illus. with pho-
5-7 tographs. Abelard-Schuman, 1959. 128p. $3.
Describes the many ways in which cement is used today and the advantages it has as
a durable and safe building material. A second section tells the history of building
"glue" and the progress toward the manufacture of Portland cement, to which a sep-
arate chapter is devoted. A detailed report on the machinery and the processes of a
modern cement plant is given clearly and methodically. Many photographs and a good
chart of the flow of work are given. Excellent informational writing: crisp but not dry,
well-organized and straightforward.
Ad Sasek, Miroslav. This Is Paris. Macmillan, 1959. 60p. $3.50.
3-5
An oversize picture book with great charm; illustrations are lively and fresh in a
tour of Paris that hops with abandon from people to places to busses to bridges.
Both text and illustrations are good-humored and the bits of Paris that emerge are
vivid. The weakness of the book is that it is not well-suited to any one age of read-
er; the size of pages and print will discourage older readers, and the text is (in
places) too complex for smaller children even when read aloud to them-for example,
the historical background of the Conciergerie or the Place de la Concorde. The pic-
tures and odd facts may be interesting to an older reader for browsing.
Ad Schemberger, Irene N. Tom's Big Strike; illus. by Mary Stevens. Follett,
4-6 1959. 144p. $2.85.
The Keeler family were delighted to learn that their father had bought a summer re-
sort, and nobody was more pleased than twelve-year-old Tom. The family joined
forces to prepare for the summer guests and to make their stay pleasant, but the
venture wasn't too successful. However, when Tom caught a record fish, the public-
ity that followed brought more and more customers, and the Keelers realized that
they would be able to go on living in the country. Relationships within the family are
pleasantly drawn although the characterizations are rather colorless; while the bas-
ic idea of the city family that makes a success of country living is not new, the small
incidents of the book are credible and the descriptions of the outdoors are appealing.
R Short, Mayo. Andy and the Wild Wood Ducks; illus. by Paul M. Souza. Mel-
2-4 mont, 1959. 24p. $2.
Andy missed the wood ducks and wondered why they had not come to the pond that
summer: could it be that the snapping turtles made it unsafe for baby ducks? Why
were there so many snapping turtles that year? He asked Mr. Carruthers, who ex-
plained that when Andy trapped skunks to sell as pets, he had upset the balance of
nature, for skunks kept down the turtle population by eating turtle eggs. A simple
and succinct story, useful as supplementary reading about the balance of nature or
as an introduction to wild life conservation.
M Simont, Marc. The Contest at Paca. Harper, 1959. 60p. $2.
3-4
The students of the Spanish town of Paca and the soldiers of the garrison had a run-
ning feud; when the two groups became so obstreperous that the professor and the
Commander both appealed to the Mayor, it was arranged that there would be a con-
test. The soldiers failed completely to eat stew with four-foot spoons, but the stu-
dents used their wits and fed each other, thus winning the contest. The text and
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many of the pictures have a humor and appeal that is sophisticated, but understand-
ing frequently depends on latent content.
R Sootin, Harry. Gregor Mendel: Father of the Science of Genetics. Vanguard,
8-10 1959. 219p. $3.
A biography that presents an interesting account of the European educational system
a hundred years ago, as well as giving a sympathetic picture of the modest and pa-
tient scientist. Mendel, a priest and a teacher, was intrigued by the problems of
cross-breeding and spent long years in patient and meticulous observation before
publishing the results of his studies. The principles of genetics that evolved from
Mendel's experiments are explained carefully and simply. Bibliography and index
are appended.
R Steinberg, Alfred. Eleanor Roosevelt; illus. by Andre Le Blanc. Putnam,
7-10 1959. 127p. (Lives to Remember) $2.
An excellent biography, written with dignity and simplicity in a cohesive style. The
author has given balanced attention to the different periods in Mrs. Roosevelt's life.
Especially interesting is the development, as traced by Mr. Steinberg, of the force-
ful public personality that we know today and the way that it emerged because of the
role that Mrs. Roosevelt was required to fill due to the President's physical limita-
tions.
NR Summers, James L. Wait for Private Black. Westminster, 1958. 188p.
8-10 $2.95.
David Black, age 15, finds his life complicated by a sensitive and highly individual-
istic nature; he is rather resentful of his inability to think and act the way other peo-
ple do. The book is written with both narrative and stream-of-consciousness styles
which are often confused and confusing, so that the reader is sometimes unable to
distinguish between David's feelings and the author's more objective comments on
them. This results in a serious lack of perspective on the events in David's life
which many teen-agers, who are facing similar situations, will not be able to supply
for themselves. The style, which is self-conscious and strains for novel effects,
also tends to obscure rather than to clarify the characterization.
Ad Todd, Ruthven. Tan's Fish; illus. by Theresa Sherman. Little, 1958. 58p.
3-5 $2.75.
Tan, a boy of Canton, was a fish fancier and his dream was to find, in some far-off
country, a fish that had never before been known. One day Tan found a fish in a moun-
tain stream near his home that he thought was completely unfamiliar, and his find
was acclaimed by the Canton experts, the Cathay Aquarists. An expedition by the so-
ciety left the mountain stream almost depleted; when the Cathay Aquarists invited
Tan to become an honorary member at a meeting at which the fish was named in his
honor, Tan pleaded that the stream be restocked with the progeny of the original
catches. A good plea for conservation, although it is unlikely that aquarists would
have needed solicitation. A quiet story with limited appeal; little in the background
distinguishes the setting or the characters as Chinese.
SpR Udry, Janice May. The Moon Jumpers; pictures by Maurice Sendak. Harper,
K-1 1959. 31p. $2.50.
A picture book that tells of the delight of playing in the moonlight. Concepts are more
adult than childlike and the behavior of the children is idyllic; as depicted in the illus-
trations, the effect is that of a stylized dance. The illustrations in color have an evoc-
ative other-worldly quality, but the text does not establish a convincing realism, nor
does it succeed in maintaining a mood of fantasy. The reader must bridge the gap be-
tween the dreamy moonlight play and the reality of parents who announce bedtime.
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R Vipont, Elfrida, comp. Bless This Day; A Book of Prayer for Children; illus.
K-6 by Harold Jones. Harcourt, 1958. 96p. $3.25.
A book of prayers, both poetry and prose, selected from Protestant and Catholic au-
thors and from Biblical sources. In the same style as Lavender's Blue (Watts, 1954)
are illustrations in soft black and white or in muted colors. The book is divided into
sections of prayers for varied occasions or purposes: for example, Prayers for
Guidance, Prayers for Special Occasions, and Prayers for Benediction. An index of
first lines is appended. A book that can be read aloud to smaller children, or enjoyed
by older ones, in the home or in programs of religious education.
M Wallace, Carlton. The Treasury of Games and Puzzles. Philosophical Li-
6- brary, 1958. 256p. $6.
A compilation of puzzles, codes, pencil games, party games, acting games, and play
production rules. Answers to puzzles are given at the back of the book. Some of the
games are described very clearly, others have complicated instructions; the games
and puzzles are suitable for widely diverse ages, and in many instances there is no
way to ascertain the number of players for whom a game listed in the table of con-
tents is suitable. Some of the optical illusions require that the book itself be used;
on the whole the book is diminished in usefulness because it is too voluminous to
make the material easily accessible.
R Watson, Jane (Werner). The World of Science; Scientists at Work Today in
9-12 Many Challenging Fields; illus. with color photographs by Wilson and
MacPherson Hole and others; charts and drawings by Fred Kopp Studio.
Simon and Schuster, 1958. 216p. (A De Luxe Golden Book) $4.95.
A presentation of some of the exciting developments and research projects taking
place in the sciences today. Examples of work being done are presented in seven
major areas: geology, astronomy, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and
engineering. The topics listed in biology, as a sample of the material covered, are
plant ecology (some experiments in a laboratory garden), genetics (several pages
on chromosomes, viruses), immunology, and psycho-biology. Profusely illustrated
with diagrams and photographs in color. Some of the explanations in the mathemat-
ics and physics sections require considerable knowledge for complete understand-
ing.
R Williams, Eric Ernest. The Wooden Horse; with drawings by Martin Thomas.
9-12 Abelard-Schuman, 1958. 256p. $3.50.
An absorbing adventure story, based on the experience of the author in a German
concentration camp; expurgated and rewritten for young adults since its first publi-
cation in 1949. Using scrap lumber, the men of Stalag-Luft m built an exercise
horse inside of which relays of men dug down below the barbed wire fence; the au-
thor and two other prisoners escaped to freedom. They then had to make their way
across Germany to Denmark and, after many narrow escapes, to England. Vivid
writing, sharply delineated characters, and an exciting plot.
NR Wondriska, William. 1, 2, 3; A Book To See. Pantheon, 1959. 27p. $2.50.
3-5
yrs.
A first counting book that contains no text. Numbers from one to ten are shown on
succeeding left hand pages, with bold black digits that fill the page. On the opposite
page are different objects shown in red; these cumulate: a wagon, a wagon and a
bird, a wagon and a bird and a ball, etc. The use of varied objects is confusing in
establishing the number concept, and another confusing factor is the equal sign on
each right-hand page.
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ABELL. Westward, Westward, Westward. 1
Abner's Cabin. Evers. 7
ABRASHKIN. Danny Dunn and the Homework Ma-
chine. 39
ACKER. Lee Natoni. 57
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ADAMS. Chingo Smith of the Erie Canal. 25
Adelaide. Ungerer. 176
ADLER. Dust. 77
. Man-Made Moons. 57
. Monkey Business. 1
. Sun and Its Family. 1
__ . Tools of Science. 25
ADRIAN. Fox Hollow Mystery. 177
Adventure of Light. Jupo. 99
Adventures of Jock and Jonathan. Hill. 49
Adventures of Peter Cottontail. Burgess. 58
Adventures of Rinaldo. Holt. 134
AGLE. Constance the Honeybee. 145
. Three Boys and a Helicopter. 41
AGNEW. Leo of Alaska. 41
AHNSTROM. Complete Book of Jets and Rockets.
41
AIKEN. More than You Bargained for. 1
Air-Force. Landis. 135
Airmen and What They Do. Coombs. 165
Airplane at the Airport. Stuart. 142
Alaska. Butler and Dale. 59
ALDEN. Christmas Tree Forest. 57
ALDIS. Cindy. 161
____ . Hello Day. 161
ALEXANDER. Border Hawk. 161
Alexander's Animals. Hobbs. 9
Alfred the Great. Fitt. 166
All about Electricity. Freeman. 47
All about Satellites and Space Ships. Dietz. 112
All about the Arctic and Antarctic. Sperry. 54
All about the Great Rivers of the World. White.
39
All about the Human Body. Glemser. 84
All around the Land. Saxon. 73
All-of-a-King Family Uptown. Taylor. 21
All the Children of the World. Doss. 148
ALLEN, A. Story of Archaeology. 2
ALLEN, H. Little Church on the Big Rock. 77
Allth. Reid. 72
Along Comes Spring. Lawrence. 50
Aluminum the Miracle Metal. Colby. 95
Amazing Book of Birds. Simon. 104
America, America, America. Giniger. 8
America Begins. Dalgliesh. 130
American Women Who Scored Firsts. Forsee. 131
America's Own Mark Twain. Eaton. 82
AMES. First Days of the World. 25
. First People in the World. 25
Ancient Elephants. Scheele. 120
Ancient Greece. Taylor. 106
And Love Replied. Stolz. 106
ANDERSEN. Fairy Tale Book. 109
. Swineherd. 93
ANDERSON, B. C. Baffling Blue Jays. 77
ANDERSON, C. W. Pony for Three. 125
Andrew Carnegie and the Age of Steel. Shippen.
121
ANDREWS. Flaco. 177
Andy and the Wild Wood Ducks. Short. 185
Andy Jackson's Water Well. Steele. 142
ANGELO, V. Acorn Tree. 26
ANGLUND. Brave Cowboy. 109
. Friend Is Someone Who Likes You. 2
Animal Babies. Ylla. 160
Animal Close-ups. McClintock. 69
Animals and the Ark. Kuskin. 116
Animals of Dr. Schweitzer. Fritz. 114
ANNIXTER. Buffalo Chief. 109
Apostles of the Lord. Beebe. 93
APPLETON. Tom Swift and His Ultrasonic Cyclo-
plane. 2
Apprentice and the Prize. Holland. 114
Arabs. Ellis. 63
ARDIZZONE. Tim and Lucy Go to Sea. 177
ARESTEIN. How To Draw People and Animals. 26
ARMER. Cherry House. 57
ARMSTRONG. Last Voyage. 58
Army. Daugherty. 81
Army Engineers. Colby. 129
Art of Dating. Duvall. 29
ARUNDEL. Simba of the White Mane. 109
As a May Morning. Hogarth. 10
ASIMOV. Building Blocks of the Universe. 2
. Inside the Atom. 77
. World of Carbon. 58
. World of Nitrogen. 145
At the Railroad Station. Reck and Fichter. 103
ATKINSON. Horny-Toad Kite. 41
ATWATER. Ski Lodge Mystery. 125
Aunt-Sitter. Hawkins. 31
Axe of Bronze. Schmeltzer. 89
AYER. Nu Dang and His Kite. 145
Back-Yard Games and Activities. Cassell. 59
Bad Trouble in Miss Alcorn's Class. Rothschild.
156
Baffling Blue Jays. Anderson. 77
BAKER, M. E. Tammy Camps Out. 26
BAKER, M. J. Homer Goes to Stratford. 78
BAKER, N. B. Henry Hudson. 42
BALL. Young Mike Fink. 2
Ballet Companion. Maynard. 15
Ballet for Drina. Estoril. 149
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189
Ballooning in the Space Age. Poole. 173
BANNON. Jo-Jo the Talking Crow. 3
Barbeau. Golden Phoenix. 110
BARKER. Winter-Sleeping Wildlife. 110
BARNUM. Motorcycle Dog. 26
Barque of the Brothers. Baumann. 93
BARROWS. Treasure Trails Parade. 58
BARRY. Just Pepper. 178
BARUCH. I Would Like To Be a Pony. 145
Bascombe, the Fastest Hound Alive. Goodman.
114
BATE. Who Built the Dam? 42
BAUDOUY. Children of the Marshes. 178
BAUER. Water. 125
BAUMANN. Barque of the Brothers. 93
. Jackie the Pit Pony. 146
Beaux. Commager. 95
Beaverbird. Underhill. 175
Beaver's Story. Liers. 14
Beckoning Landfall. Berry. 178
BEE. Hardcourt Upset. 78
BEEBE. Apostles of the Lord. 93
BEELAND. Space Satellite. 42
BEELER. Experiments with Light. 161
Beginnings. Fahs and Spoerl. 96
Behind the Scenes in Television. Cooke. 111
Behind the Zuni Masks. Gendron. 7
BEIM. Country Mailman. 162
BELDEN. Sand in My Castle. 3
BENARY-ISBERT. Long Way Home. 162
Bench Boss. Scholz. 156
BENDICK. First Book of Airplanes. 125
. Television Works Like This. 178
Benkei the Boy-Giant. Fribourg. 149
BERGAUST. Rockets and Missiles. 3
BERKEY. Liberty Hill. 126
BERNA. Horse without a Head. 93
BERRY. Beckoning Landfall. 178
__ . Land and People of Finland. 146
Betsy's Winterhouse. Haywood. 65
Between Earth and Sky. Neurath. 118
BIALK. Tizz & Company. 146
Bible Stories for Young Readers. Meyer. 70
Big Ball of String. Holland. 152
Big Caesar. Ogburn. 16
Big Cheese. Schlein. 73
Big Jump and Other Stories. Elkin. 149
Big New School. Hastings. 168
Big Ninth. McCormick. 101
Big One. Gard. 132
Big Trip. Doane. 113
Bimo, Young Hero of Java. Fribourg. 180
Birth of an Island. Selsam. 157
BISCHOF. Sun, Earth and Man. 26
BISHOP. From Kite to Kittyhawk. 3
Black Symbol. Johnson. 134
BLAIR. Roger: A Most Unusual Rabbit. 126
BLEEKER. Eskimo. 162
. Navajo. 78
Bless This Day. Vipont. 187
BLOUGH. Young People's Book of Science. 126
Blue Ribbon Puppies. Johnson. 99
Blueprint for Teen-Age Living. Menninger. 183
BOARDMAN. Roads. 126
Boats Finds a House. Chalmers. 60
Bobbsey Twins' Forest Adventure. Hope. 99
BOEHM. Story of Schools. 58
Bojabi Tree. Rickert. 36
Bonfire in the Wind. Oliver. 139
BONTEMPS. Frederick Douglass. 162
Book of Satellites for You. Branley. 110
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BOTKIN. Illustrated Book of American Folklore.
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Boy beneath the Sea. Clarke. 80
Boy Who Made Magic. Schwalje. 104
Boy Who Would Not Say His Name. Vreeken. 159
BOYD-ORR. Wonderful World of Food. 4
Boy's Book of Frogs, Toads, and Salamanders.
Morris. 52
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. Getting To Know Malaya. 127
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BRITTEN. Wonderful World of Music. 78
BROCK. Skipping Island. 79
BROMHALL. Pony Tail That Grew. 146
BRONSON. Goats. 127
Brooms, Buttons, and Beaux. Dow. 29
BROUN. Lone Ranger and the Talking Pony. 94
BROWN, M. J. Felice. 79
BROWN, M. W. Dead Bird. 4
BROWN, P. Something for Christmas. 27
BROWN, P. B. Understudy. 163
BROWN, V. How To Understand Animal Talk. 27
BROWNE, Look and See. 79
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BUCK. Pets from the Pond. 42
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. Lucy and Loki. 127
BUEHR. Bread. 127
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BURGESS. Adventures of Peter Cottontail. 58
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89
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BUTLER. Alaska. 59
BUTTERS. Heartbreak Street. 59
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Buttons See Things That Go. McCall. 171
Buzztail. McClung. 14
Byzantines. Chubb. 128
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Cabin for Ducks. Warner. 107
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CARSON, R. Sea around Us. 128
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CASSELL. Back-Yard Games and Activities. 59
Castle on the Campus. Wilcox. 144
Cat in the Hat Comes Back! Seuss. 74
Cat Who Went to Heaven. Coatsworth. 60
Catholic Child's Bible; Stories from the New Testa-
ment. Werner and Hartman. 107
Catholic Child's Bible; Stories from the Old Testa-
ment. Werner and Hartman. 107
CAUDILL. Schoolroom in the Parlor. 178
CAVANNA. Stars in Her Eyes. 28
Cave. Coatsworth. 95
CELLINI. ABC. 79
CHAFETZ. Legend of Befana. 44
CHALMERS. Boats Finds a House. 60
. Throw a Kiss, Harry. 5
CHAMBERS. Doctor Alone. 60
Champion Dog Prince Tom. Fritz and Clute. 98
CHANDLER. Learn To Read by Seeing Sound. 60
CHANEY. Timothy Tattercoat. 128
Changing South. Land. 13
Changing the Face of North America. Lauber. 170
Chanticleer and the Fox. Chaucer. 79
CHAPLAN. Elephant for Rent. 163
CHAPPELL. Nutcracker. 60
Charles Darwin. Riedman. 184
Charlie Yup and His Snip-Snap Boys. Flora. 180
CHASE, M. Loretta Mason Potts. 28
CHASE, V. Knight of the Golden Fleece. 164
CHASTAIN. Jerusha's Ghost. 60
CHAUCER. Chanticleer and the Fox. 79
Chemistry Creates a New World. Jaffe. 49
CHENEY. Doll of Lilac Valley. 164
Cherry Ames at Hilton Hospital. Wells. 159
Cherry House. Arner. 57
Chess for Children. Reinfeld. 73
CHESTER. Moon Trip. "103
Children of the Big Top. Murray. 118
Children of the Marshes. Baudouy. 178
Chinese Knew. Pine and Levine. 119
Chingo Smith of the Erie Canal. Adams. 25
Chip. Huff. 182
Chipmunk Terrace. Oldrln. 103
CH6NZ. Snowstorm. 44
Chorister's Cake. Mayne. 51
Chouchou. Francoise. 46
CHRISTENSEN, G. Buffalo Kill. 164
. Mrs. Mouse Needs a House. 111
CHRISTENSEN, H. Little Bruin Keeps House. 128
CHRISTIE. Silver Heels. 79
Christmas Tree Forest. Alden. 57
CHRISTOPHER. Two Strikes on Johnny. 94
CHUBB. Byzantines. 128
Chucho. Phillips. 36
CHURCH. Dog Toby. 80
Cindy. Aldis. 161
Circus in the Jungle. Trez. 159
Circus Triumphant. Taylor. 175
Clancy's Witch. McLeod. 138
CLARK, A. Santo for Pasqualita. 146
CLARK, B. Mooneyed Hound. 80
. Riverboy. 147
CLARK, R. Ride the White Tiger. 147
CLARKE. Boy beneath the Sea. 80
CLEARY. Luckiest Girl. 44
CLEWES. Mystery of the Jade-Green Cadillac. 94
CLUTE. Champion Dog Prince Tom. 98
Coast Guard. Paxton. 119
COATES. That Colt Fireplug. 147
COATSWORTH. Cat Who Went to Heaven. 60
. Cave. 95
. Peaceable Kingdom. 61
. Pika and the Roses. 179
COCHRANE. Let's Go to the United Nations Head-
quarters. 129
COLBERT. Millions of Years Ago. 147
COLBY, C. Aluminum the Miracle Metal. 95
. Army Engineers. 129
. Helicopters to the Rescue. 95
. This Is Your Civil Air Patrol. 164
COLBY, J. Dixie of Dover. 129
COLE. I Went to the Animal Fair. 80
COLEMAN. Singing Time Growing Up. 81
COLMAN. Crown for Gina. 28
COLVER. Borrowed Treasure. 164
Come to the City. Paull. 155
COMMAGER, E. Beaux. 95
COMMAGER, H. Great Declaration. 129
Commodore's Cup. Meader. 117
Complete Book of Jets and Rockets. Ahnstrom. 41
CONKLIN. I Like Caterpillars. 61
CONRAD. Sorority Rebel. 95
Conservation in America. Hogner. 10
Constance the Honeybee. Agle. 145
Contest at Paca. Simont. 185
CONYN. Zoo of My Own. 179
COOK, B. Looking for Susie. 148
COOK, O. Coon Holler. 129
COOKE, D. Behind the Scenes in Television. 111
Cooking Book. Miles. 183
COOMBS. Airmen and What They Do. 165
.Rockets, Missiles, and Moons. 45
.Wings at Sea. 130
Coon Holler. Cook. 129
COONEY, B., adapter. Chanticleer and the Fox
(by CHAUCER). 79
COOPER. Science in Your Own Back Yard. 61
COPELAND. Land Between: The Middle East. 5
CORBETT. Tree House Island. 148
Cornelia. McConnell. 153
Cotton Growing. Harvey. 133
Country Mailman. Beim. 162
Cow's Party. Ets. 30
COY. First Book of the Supreme Court. 61
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CRAIG. Three Who Met. 61
CRETIEN. Sir Henry and the Dragon. 179
Crictor. Ungerer. 22
CRISP. Sea Ape. 111
Crown for Gina. Colman. 28
Crusaders. Buehr. 128
Cub Scout Donny. Guy. 150
CUNNINGHAM. Paris Hat. 112
CUR&IJA-PRODANOVI(. Yugoslav Folk-Tales. 62
Curious George Flies a Kite. Rey. 73
CURRY. Songs for Early Childhood at Church and
Home. 112
Cut Bait, Johnny. Parsons. 87
CYNAR. Fun with Tools. 35
Dairy. Hastings. 133
DALE. Alaska. 59
DALGLEISH. America Begins. 130
Dan Dooley's Lucky Star. Friedman. 150
Danny and the Dinosaur. Hoff. 9
Danny Dunn and the Homework Machine. Williams
and Abrashkin. 39
DARBY. What Is a Season? 179
. What Is a Turtle? 179
DARLING. Kangaroos and Other Animals with
Pockets. 112
Date with a Career. Nickerson. 139
DAUGHERTY, C. Army. 81
DAUGHERTY, J. Picnic. 96
David. Petersham. 88
DAVIS. It Happened on a Holiday. 165
Davy and His Dog. Lenski. 13
Day It Happened. Jupo. 67
Dead Bird. Brown. 4
Deadline at Spook Cabin. Miller. 102
DE ANGELIS. Camembert. 81
DEBENHAM. Global Atlas. 148
DECKER. Long Ball to Left Field. 6
Deep Sea. Neurath. 118
DEJONG. Mighty Ones. 179
DE LA MARE. Jack and the Beanstalk. 130
. Tales Told Again. 130
DE LEEUW, A. Goat Who Ate Flowers. 62
. Heart for Business. 165
. Strange Garden. 29
DE LEEUW, H. Java Jungle Tales. 29
De Lesseps, Builder of Suez. Long. 137
DE MARCHE. Handbook of Co-Ed Teen Activities.
96
DENKER. That First Easter. 165
DE REGNIERS. Something Special. 62
DETJEN. So You're in High School. 112
DEVAULT. Road Runner. 16
DICK. Flag in Hiding. 165
DIETZ, D. All about Satellites and Spade Ships.
112
DIETZ, L. Full Fathom Five. 81
Digging into Yesterday. Friedman. 98
DISNEY. Old Yeller. Told by Lindquist. 62
. Old Yeller. Told by Shapiro. 62
. Worlds of Nature. 6
Dixie of Dover. Colby. 129
Do You Know What I'll Do? Zolotow. 92
Do You See What I See? Borten. 110
DOANE. Big Trip. 113
Doctor Alone. Chambers. 60
DODSON. Hector the Stowaway Dog. 45
Dog Toby. Church. 80
Dog Who Grew Too Much. Cameron. 5
Doll House Mystery. Jacobs. 49
Doll of Lilac Valley. Cheney. 164
DORRITT. Jason's Lucky Day. 63
DOSS. All the Children of the World. 148
. Really Real Family. 148
Double Trouble. Garelick. 132
Doubling Rod. Harrison. 9
DOUGLAS. Exploring the Himalaya. 130
DOW. Brooms, Buttons, and Beaux. 29
DOWNING. Russian Tales and Legends. 45
Dream To Touch. Emery. 46
Droopsi. Kahl. 33
DRUON. Tistou of the Green Thumbs. 130
DRURY. Career for Carol. 45
DUDLEY. Tiptop Wish. 45
DU JARDIN. Wedding in the Family. 113
Duke of Sycamore. Parker. 154
DUPLAIX. White Bunny and His Magic Nose. 81
DURELL. My Heart's in the Highlands. 131
Dust. Adler. 77
Dust Bowl. Lauber. 33
DUVALL. Art of Dating. 29
DUVOISIN. Petunia, Beware! 63
DYER. Little Red Newt. 31
Dynamite and Peace. Meyer. 52
EAGER. Magic or Not? 131
EASTMAN. Sam and the Firefly. 166
EATON. America's Own Mark Twain. 82
EBERLE. Rosemary's Secret. 6
EDELL. Here Come the Clowns. 82
Eleanor Roosevelt. Steinberg. 186
Elements. Meyer. 52
Elephant for Rent. Chaplan. 163
Elephant that Ga-lumphed. Ward and Haynes. 143
ELIOTT. Found in the Forest. 82
ELKIN. Big Jump and Other Stories. 149
. True Book of Schools. 149
ELLIS. Arabs. 63
Eloise at Christmastime. Thompson. 54
ELWELL. Science and the Doctor. 166
EMERY. Dream To Touch. 46
. First Love Farewell. 82
. Spy in Old Philadelphia. 82
Emmett's Pig. Stolz. 158
Energy and Power. Irving. 11
Engineers Did Itl Bradley. 27
EPSTEIN. First Book of Italy. 113
. ackknife for a Penny. 6
. Meet South Africa. 64
Escape from the Shawnees. Witten. 160
Escape to Freedom. Jones. 32
Escape to King Alfred. Trease. 107
Eskimo. Bleeker. 162
ESTABROOK. Sultan's Fool. 84
ESTORIL. Ballet for Drina. 149
ETS. Cow's Party. 30
EVERS. Abner's Cabin. 7
Everything Is Somewhere. Vasiliu. 159
Experiments with Light. Beeler and Branley. 161
Explorations of America. Folsom. 97
Exploring the Animal Kingdom. Selsam. 19
Exploring the Himalaya. Douglas. 130
FABER. Wonderful Tumble of Timothy Smith. 96
Fabulous Fireball. Halacy. 64
Fabulous Voyage of the Pegasus. Popham. 173
Fabulous Year. Ogilvie. 35
Face in the Stone. Ziegler. 176
FAHS. Beginnings. 96
Fair Bay. Lattimore. 50
Fairy Tale Book. Andersen. 109
Family under the Bridge. Carlson. 43
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FARJEON. Jim at the Corner. 63
Farm for Rent. Hogner. 66
FAULKNER. Yellow Hat. 166
FEDDER. You, the Person You Want To Be. 46
Felice. Brown. 79
FELTON. New Tall Tales of Pecos Bill. 180
FENTON. Wild Folk in the Mountains. 97
FICHTER. At the Railroad Station. 103
FIELD. Rachel Field Story Book. 83
FIELDING. Shanghaied. 7
FILLMORE. Shepherd's Nosegay. 83
Find a Career in Journalism. Parsons. 184
First Book of Airplanes. Bendick. 125
First Book of Archeology. Kubie. 50
First Book of Drawing. Slobodkin. 75
First Book of England. Streatfeild. 91
First Book of France. Gottlieb. 180
First Book of Italy. Epstein. 113
First Book of Mammals. Williamson. 108
First Book of Submarines. Icenhower. 49
First Book of the Constitution. Morris. 71
First Book of the Early Settlers. Rich. 174
First Book of the Soviet Union. Snyder. 157
First Book of the Supreme Court. Coy. 61
First Book of Tropical Mammals. Hoke. 32
First Book of West Germany. Lobsenz. 171
First Book of World War I. Snyder. 20
First Book of World War II. Snyder. 20
First Came the Family. Underhill. 39
First Days of the World. Ames and Wyler. 25
First Love Farewell. Emery. 82
First People in the World. Ames and Wyler. 25
FISHER, A. Runny Days, Sunny Days. 97
FISHER, J. Wonderful World of the Sea. 46
Fisherman's Son. Lattimore. 153
FITT. Alfred the Great. 166
Flaco. Andrews. 177
Flag in Hiding. Dick. 165
Flashing Harpoons. Frank. 131
Flight and Adventures of Charles II. Norman. 172
Flight to Freedom. Buckmaster. 43
Flivver, the Heroic Horse. Kingman. 33
FLOETHE. Terry Sets Sail. 113
FLORA. Charlie Yup and His Snip-Snap Boys. 180
Fly Went By. McClintock. 116
Flying O'Flynn. Graham. 47
FOLSOM. Explorations of America. 97
For Each a Dream. Jacobs. 12
FORBUS. Secret Circle. 113
FORREST. Peco and the Pirates. 63
FORSEE. American Women Who Scored Firsts.
131
. Louis Agassiz. 97
FOSTER, C. Casper, the Caterpillar. 166
FOSTER, J. Pages, Pictures, and Print. 83
FOSTER, P. Your Parrakeet. 97
Found in the Forest. Eliott. 82
Four Friends. Hoff. 169
4-H Filly. Gray. 150
Fourth of July Raid. Hays. 181
FOX. Rocks and Rain and the Rays of the Sun. 149
Fox Hollow Mystery. Adrian. 177
Frances by Starlight. Wise. 40
FRANCHERE. Willa. 64
FRANqOISE. Chouchou. 46
__ Jeanne-Marie at the Fair. 167
FRANK. Flashing Harpoons. 131
. Ice Island. 30
Frank of Irrigated Farm. Gustafson. 167
FRANKEL. Scrapbook of Real-Life Stories for
Young People. 98
FRANKLIN. Rocky, the Famous Bull Elk. 131
FRASCONI. House that Jack Built. 98
Freckle-Face Frankel. Keir. 182
Frederick Douglass. Bontemps. 162
Freedom. Hays. 65
FREEMAN, D. Night the Lights Went Out. 47
. Norman the Doorman. 180
FREEMAN, D. S. Lee of Virginia. 83
FREEMAN, I. M. All about Electricity. 47
FREEMAN, M. B. Story of Albert Einstein. 7
SYour Wonderful World of Science. 64
Freight Yard. Stever. 122
French Boy. Maurois. 34
FREUCHEN. Whaling Boy. 47
FRIBOURG. Benkei the Boy-Giant. 149
. Bimo, Young Hero of Java. 180
FRIEDMAN, E. Digging into Yesterday. 98
FRIEDMAN, R. Dan Dooley's Lucky Star. 150
Friend among Strangers. Jewett. 182
Friend Is Someone Who Likes You. Anglund. 2
FRITZ. Animals of Dr. Schweitzer. 114
. Champion Dog Prince Tom. 98
From Kite to Kittyhawk. Bishop. 3
From Submarines to Satellites. Hyde. 169
Frontiers of Science. Poole. 17
Frowning Prince. Johnson. 134
Full Fathom Five. Dietz. 81
Fun with Tools. Moore and Cynar. 35
Further Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. Treece.
38
Futility the Tapir. Moynihan. 154
GAGE. Secret of Crossbone Hill. 132
_ . Secret of the Indian Mound. 7
GALLANT. Jonathan Plays with the Wind. 30
Gallery of Mothers and Their Children. King. 68
GALLICO. Mrs. 'Arris Goes to Paris. 98
GALLUP. Independent Bluebird. 167
Game, Carol Canning! Harkins. 48
GARD. Big One. 132
Garden Dwellers. Gibson. 8
GARELICK. Double Trouble. 132
GASS. Through an Opera Glass. 64
GAY. Small One. 167
GENDRON. Behind the Zuni Masks. 7
George Goes to Town. Rowand. 73
George Washington Carver. Thomas. 142
Georgie's Halloween. Bright. 163
German Hero-Sagas and Folk Tales. Picard. 119
Getting To Know Greece. Tor. 122
Getting To Know Lebanon. Breetveld. 110
Getting To Know Malaya. Breetveld. 127
Getting To Know the Philippines. Tor. 55
Giant Little Golden Book of Birds. Watson. 143
GIBSON. Garden Dwellers. 8
GIDAL. My Village in Ireland. 8
. My Village in Norway. 83
. My Village in Yugoslavia. 8
Gift of the Forest. Sipgh. 121
GILBERT. Your Neighbor Celebrates. 30
GILSTRAP. Sultan's Fool. 84
GINIGER. America, America, America. 8
GLEMSER. All about the Human Body. 84
Global Atlas. Debenham. 148
Goat Who Ate Flowers. De Leeuw. 62
Goats. Bronson. 127
GODDEN. Story of Holly and Ivy. 47
Gold at Hunter's Point. Wolverton. 123
Gold Medal Plays for Holidays. Miller. 52
GOLDBERG. New Illustrated Hebrew-English Dic-
tionary for Young Readers. 132
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GOLDEN. Made in Iceland. 8
Golden Book of America. Shapiro. 38
Golden Book of Nature Crafts. Saunders. 141
Golden Geographic Encyclopedia. Shabad and Stern.
104
Golden Impala. Ropner. 156
Golden Phoenix. Barbeau. 110
Golden Stallion and the Wolf Dog. Montgomery.
103
Golden Stile. Walker. 76
Golden Tombo. Hall. 151
Golden Wheel. Price. 174
Good Luck Feather. Hayes. 31
Good Troupers All. Malvern. 117
Good-Bye, Thunderstorm. Marino. 138
Good-for-Nothing Burro. Silverman. 174
GOODMAN. Bascombe, the Fastest Hound Alive.
114
GOODSPEED. Let's Go to a Garage. 30
. Let's Go to a Supermarket. 133
GOTTLIEB. First Book of France. 180
GOUDEY. Here Come the Wild Dogs! 31
. Houses from the Sea. 167
GOVAN. Mystery at the Deserted Mill. 47
GRAHAM, B. That Big Broozer. 133
GRAHAM, L. South Town. 64
GRAHAM, R. Flying O'Flynn. 47
GRANNAN. This Is Maggie Muggins. 150
GRANT. Pancho. 133
GRAY. 4-H Filly. 150
Great Declaration. Commager. 129
Great Garcias. Malvern. 34
Green Smoke. Manning. 34
GREENE. I Want To Be a Doctor. 150
Gregor Mendel. Sootin. 186
Groundhog and His Shadow. Wiese. 160
GUILLOT. Tom-toms in Kotokro. 84
Gunpowder Girl. Savage. 89
GUNTHER. Meet South Africa. 64
GUSTAFSON. Frank of Irrigated Farm. 167
GUY. Cub Scout Danny. 150
HADER. Little Chip of Willow Hill. 151
HALACY. Fabulous Fireball. 64
HALL, H. T. Golden Tombo. 151
HALL, M. White Collar Girl. 168
HALL, R. H. Seven for Saint Nicholas. 48
HALL, W. Winkie's World. 168
HALLOWELL. Hector Goes Fishing. 48
. Long-Nosed Princess. 168
HAMMOND, C. E. Marine Corps. 133
HAMMOND, D. Let's Go to a Hospital. 181
Handbook of Co-Ed Teen Activities. De Marche.
96
Happiness for Kimi. Lattimore. 13
Happy Hollisters and the Mystery of the Totem
Faces. West. 107
Hardcourt Upset. Bee. 78
HARKINS. Game, Carol Canning! 48
Harold at the North Pole. Johnson. 50
Harold's Circus. Johnson. 135
HARRIS. Little Red Newt. 31
HARRISON, A. Doubling Rod. 9
HARRISON, A. M. Pearls Are Made. 9
HARRISON, E. B. Odd One. 65
HARTMAN. Catholic Child's Bible. 107
HARVEY. Cotton Growing. 133
HASTINGS. Big New School. 168
__ . Dairy. 133
HAUSMAN. Illustrated Book of the Sea. 48
Have Space Suit-Will Travel. Heinlein. 65
HAWKES. Lee Po's Search. 48
HAWKINS. Aunt-Sitter. 31
HAYCRAFT. Too Near the Throne. 151
HAYES. Good Luck Feather. 31
HAYNES. Elephant that Ga-lumphed. 143
HAYS. Fourth of July Raid. 181
. Freedom 65
. Little Horse that Raced a Train. 151
HAYWOOD. Betsy's Winterhouse. 65
He Went with John Paul Jones. Kent. 114
Heart for Business. De Leeuw. 165
Heartbreak Street. Butters. 59
Hector Goes Fishing. Hallowell. 48
Hector the Stowaway Dog. Dodson. 45
HEINLEIN. Have Space Suit-Will Travel. 65
Helicopters to the Rescue. Colby. 95
Hello Day. Aldis. 161
Hello, George Washington! Holland. 114
Henry Hudson. Baker. 42
Henry Reed, Inc. Robertson. 88
HEPPNER. Palace under the Sea. 151
Here Come the Clowns. Edell. 82
Here Come the Wild Dogs! Goudey. 31
HEWETT. Think, Mr. Platypus. 66
HIGGINS. Walter Reed. 181
HIGHSMITH. Miranda the Panda Is on the Veranda.
73
HILL. Adventures of Jock and Jonathan. 49
HOBBS. Alexander's Animals. 9
HOBERMAN. How Do I Go? 66
HODGES. One Little Drum. 49
HOFF, C. Four Friends. 169
HOFF, S. Danny and the Dinosaur. 9
. Sammy the Seal. 134
HOFSINDE. Indian Beadwork. 66
. Indian Picture Writing. 181
HOGAN. Littlest Satellite. 10
. Twin Kittens. 66
HOGARTH. As a May Morning. 10
HOGBEN. Wonderful World of Energy. 31
HOGNER, D. C. Conservation in America. 10
HOGNER, N. Farm for Rent. 66
. Jimmy's First Roundup. 181
HOKE. First Book of Tropical Mammals. 32
. Witches, Witches, Witches. 152
HOLDEN. Rattlesnake God. 169
Holding the Fort with Daniel Boone. Meadowcroft.
34
Holiday for Edith and the Bears. Wright. 56
Holiday in Washington. Carpenter. 44
HOLLAND, J. Apprentice and the Prize. 114
. Hello, George Washington! 114
HOLLAND, M. Big Ball of String. 152
. No Room for a Dog. 169
. Secret Horse. 152
HOLST. Wonderful World of Music. 78
HOLT. Adventures of Rinaldo. 134
Home: The Tale of a Mouse. Schlein. 104
Homer Goes to Stratford. Baker. 78
Honeymoon. Stoutenburg. 54
HOPE, A. Umphy Elephant, Window Cleaner. 152
HOPE, L. L. Bobbsey Twins' Forest Adventure.
99
Horny-Toad Kite. Atkinson. 41
Horse Chestnut Hideaway. Rapaport. 88
Horse Marines. Wright. 40
Horse Show Hurdles. Houston. 32
Horse without a Head. Berna. 93
Hot Shot at Third. Moore. 71
HOUGH. Jim Tiger. 84
House of Friends. McGowan. 86
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House that Jack Built. Frasconi. 98
Houses from the Sea. Goudey. 167
HOUSTON. Horse Show Hurdles. 32
How Do I Go? Hoberman. 66
How St. Francis Tamed the Wolf. Rose. 140
How To Draw People and Animals. Arestein. 26
How To Draw Wild Animals. Zaidenberg. 40
How To Earn Money. Severn. 37
How To Make Earthworms Pay. Parsons. 72
How To Understand Animal Talk. Brown. 27
How Wide the Heart. Ogilvie. 172
HOWARD. Story of Robert Louis Stevenson. 169
HUFF. Bugle Boy. 181
. Chip. 182
HUNT. Tomorrow Will Be Bright. 10
Hunt for the Yule Log. Morgan. 35
HURD. It's Snowing. 11
HUTCHINS. Insects-Hunters and Trappers. 11
. Strange Plants and Their Ways. 11
HUXLEY. Wonderful World of Life. 182
HYDE. From Submarines to Satellites. 169
I Can Fly. Krauss. 115
I Like Caterpillars. Conklin. 61
I Want To Be a Doctor. Greene. 150
I Went for a Walk. Lenski. 85
I Went to the Animal Fair. Cole. 80
I Would Like To Be a Pony. Baruch. 145
Ice Island. Frank. 30
ICENHOWER. First Book of Submarines. 49
If Wishes Were Horses. Robertson. 89
Illustrated Book of American Folklore. Botkin and
Withers. 94
Illustrated Book of the Sea. Hausman and Sutton.
48
In Happy Hollow. Montgomery. 138
Independent Bluebird. Gallup. 167
Indian Beadwork. Hofsinde. 66
Indian Picture Writing. Hofsinde. 181
Ingeborg of Sweden. Mathesius. 101
Insect Concert. Kawaguchi. 85
Insects-Hunters and Trappers. Hutchins. 11
Inside the Atom. Asimov. 77
IPCAR. Wonderful Egg. 11
IRVING. Energy and Power. 11
Isaac Newton. Moore. 139
Islands of Hawaii. Smith. 38
It Happened on a Holiday. Davis. 165
It Looks Like This. Webber. 76
It's Snowing. Hurd. 11
IVENS. Upside-Down Boy. 32
Jack and the Beanstalk. De La Mare. 130
Jackie Robinson. Schoor. 37
Jackie the Pit Pony. Baumann. 146
Jackknife for a Penny. Epstein. 6
JACKSON. Paleface Redskins. 67
JACOBS, E. A. For Each a Dream. 12
JACOBS, F. G. Doll House Mystery. 49
JAFFE. Chemistry Creates a New World. 49
JAGENDORF. Noodlehead Stories from around
the World. 12
JAMES. Young Doctor of New Amsterdam. 49
Jane Likes Pictures. MacIntyre. 171
Japanese Children's Favorite Stories. Sakade. 120
Jason's Lucky Day. Dorritt. 63
Java Jungle Tales. De Leeuw. 29
Jeanne-Marie at the Fair. Francoise. 167
Jennifer. Sherburne. 141
JENSEN. Lars-Peter's Birthday. 182
Jerusha' s Ghost. Chastain. 60
Jessica's Journal. Reynolds. 140
JEWETT, E. M. Friend among Strangers. 182
JEWETT, F. L. Plant Hunters. 99
Jim at the Corner. Farjeon. 63
Jim Tiger. Hough. 84
Jimmy's First Roundup. Hogner. 181
Johann's "Magic Flute." Oberreich. 103
JOHANSEN. Magic Word for Elin. 85
JOHNSON, A. and E. Black Symbol. 134
JOHNSON, C. Blue Ribbon Puppies. 99
. Frowning Prince. 134
. Harold at the North Pole. 50
. Harold's Circus. 135
JOHNSON, E. N. Mountaintop Summer. 135
JOHNSON, M. S. Silver Dawn. 32
Joji and the Fog. Lifton. 136
Jo-Jo the Talking Crow. Bannon. 3
Jolly Tailor. Borski and Miller. 26
Jonathan Plays with the Wind. Gallant. 30
JONES. Escape to Freedom. 32
. Year when Stardust Fell. 170
Joseph and His Brothers. Petersham. 88
JOSLIN. What Do You Say, Dear? 67
JOY. Light in the Dark Forest. 153
Joyful Songs. Snell. 175
JUDSON. St. Lawrence Seaway. 170
Judy's Summer Friend. Ladd. 68
Judy's Surprising Day. Scott. 19
JUPO. Adventure of Light. 99
. Day It Happened. 67
Just Like Everyone Else. Kuskin. 135
Just Pepper. Barry. 178
JUSTUS. Then Came Mr. Billy Barker. 170
KAHL. Droopsi. 33
Kalena. Booth. 3
KAMERMAN. Treasury of Christmas Plays. 67
Kangaroos and Other Animals with Pockets.
Darling. 112
Katharine Drexel. Tarry. 21
KAWAGUCHI. Insect Concert. 85
KAY. Lincoln: A Big Man. 99
KEIR. Freckle-Face Frankel. 182
KENT. He Went with John Paul Jones. 114
KERR. Odyssey. 135
KERRY. Love Song for Joyce. 115
KETTELKAMP. Shadows. 12
. Singing Strings. 67
Kiki Is an Actress. Steiner. 158
King Carlo of Capri. Miller. 102
KING, M. Gallery of Mothers and Their Children.
68
KING, P. Mabel the Whale. 153
KINGMAN. Flivver, the Heroic Horse. 33
KIRN. Leopard on a String. 115
KLEIN. Brave Daniel. 68
KNIGHT. Partick Steamboat. 183
Knight of the Golden Fleece. Chase. 164
KNOWLTON. Let's Explore beneath the Sea. 12
KOCH. When the Cows Got Out. 115
KRAUSS. I Can Fly. 115
. Moon or a Button. 183
___ . Somebody Else's Nut Tree. 68
KRIPKE. Let's Talk about Judaism. 13
KUBIE. First Book of Archaeology. 50
KUHN. World of Jo Davidson. 115
KUSKIN. Animals and the Ark. 116
_ . Just Like Everyone Else. 135
LADD. Judy's Summer Friend. 68
Lady from Savannah. Shultz and Lawrence. 19
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LAMBERT. Where the Heart Is. 99
LAND. Changing South. 13
Land and People of Finland. Berry. 146
Land Between: The Middle East. Copeland. 5
Land of Foam. Yefremov. 144
LANDIS. Air Force. 135
LAROM. Ride Like an Indian. 136
Lars-Peter's Birthday. Jensen. 182
Last Voyage. Armstrong. 58
LATHAM. On Stage, Mr. Jefferson! 33
. Young Man in a Hurry. 68
LATTIMORE. Fair Bay. 50
. Fisherman's Son. 153
. Happiness for Kimi. 13
LATTIN. Peter's Policeman. 153
LAUBER. Changing the Face of North America.
170
. Dust Bowl. 33
. Penguins on Parade. 50
LA WELL. Tooooot! 136
LAWRENCE, D. Lady from Savannah. 19
LAWRENCE, M. Along Comes Spring. 50
LEACH. Rainbow Book of American Folk Tales
and Legends. 51
LEAF. Science Can Be Fun. 100
Learn To Read by Seeing Sound. Chandler. 60
LEAVENS. Boswell's Life of Boswell. 69
Lee Natoni. Acker. 57
Lee of Virginia. Freeman. 83
Lee Po's Search. Hawkes. 48
Legend of Befana. Chafetz. 44
LE GRAND. Tomb of the Mayan King. 85
LEIGHTON. Secret of Smugglers' Cove. 136
LEMP. Potter and the Little Greek Maid. 100
Lens Magic. Rogers. 18
LENSKI. Davy and His Dog. 13
. I Went for a Walk. 85
LENT. Men at Work in the Great Lakes States. 33
. Men at Work in the South. 13
Leo of Alaska. Agnew. 41
LEONARD. Stretch Bolton Comes Back. 14
Leopard on a String. Kirn. 115
Let's Explore beneath the Sea. Knowlton. 12
Let's Go to a City Hall. Wolfe. 108
Let's Go to a Dentist. Buchheimer. 94
Let's Go to a Farm. Sootin. 141
Let's Go to a Garage. Goodspeed. 30
Let's Go to a Hospital. Hammond. 181
Let's Go to a Planetarium. Wolfe. 160
Let's Go to a Supermarket. Goodspeed. 133
Let's Go to an Airport. Sootin. 38
Let's Go to the Capitol. Rosenfield. 120
Let's Go to the Telephone Company. Buchheimer.
4
Let's Go to the United Nations Headquarters.
Cochrane. 129
Let's Go to the Zoo. Sootin. 121
Let's Take a Trip to a Cement Plant. Riedman.
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Let's Talk about Judaism. Kripke. 13
Let's Visit Korea. Caldwell. 110
Let's Visit Middle Africa. Caldwell. 43
LEVIN. Bringing Up Puppies. 69
LEVINE. Chinese Knew. 119
. Sounds All Around. 173
LEWELLEN. Tommy Learns To Drive a Tractor.
100
LEY. Man-Made Satellites. 85
__ . Space Pilots. 85
. Space Stations. 85
__ . Space Travel. 85
L'HOMMEDIEU. Little Black Chaing. 136
LIANG. Skyscraper. 69
Liberty Hill. Berkey. 126
LIDE. Magic Word for Elin. 85
LIEBERS. Stevie Finds a Way. 100
LIERS. Beaver's Story. 14
LIFE MAGAZINE. World's Great Religions. 116
Lifeline: The Story of Your Circulatory System.
Schneider. 120
LIFTON. Joji and the Fog. 136
. Mogo the Mynah. 136
Light. Saint-Marcoux. 19
Light in the Dark Forest. Joy. 153
Like a Red, Red Rose. Musgrave. 118
Lincoln: A Big Man. Kay. 99
LINDGREN. Sia Lives on Kilimanjaro. 170
LINDQUIST. Red Drum's Warning. 69
LIPPINCOTT. Old Bill. 86
LITTLE. Ricardo and the Puppets. 100
Little Bear's Mother. Memling. 138
Little Black Chaing. L'Hommedieu. 136
Little Bruin Keeps House. Christensen. 128
Little Burma. McClung. 51
Little Chip of Willow Hill. Hader. 151
Little Church on the Big Rock. Allen. 77
Little Horse that Raced a Train. Hays. 151
Little Red Hen. Palazzo. 172
Little Red Newt. Harris. 31
Little Red Rickshaw. Maitland. 15
Little River. Rand. 155
Little Sailor's Big Pet. Ziner. 123
LITTLEFIELD. Whiskers of Ho Ho. 86
Littlest Satellite. Hogan. 10
LIVINGSTON. Wide Awake and Other Poems. 153
LOBSENZ. First Book of West Germany. 171
Log Fort Adventures. McCall. 171
LOMASK. Secret of Grandfather's Diary. 137
London through the Ages. Stuart. 91
Lone Hunter's First Buffalo Hunt. Worcester. 108
Lone Ranger and the Talking Pony. Broun. 94
LONG. De Lesseps, Builder of Suez. 137
Long Ball to Left Field. Decker. 6
Long Way Home. Benary-Isbert. 162
Long-Haired Elephant Child. Von Tessin. 22
Long-Nosed Princess. Hallowell. 168
Look and See. Browne. 79
Look for a Bird's Nest. Scharff. 89
Looking for Susie. Cook. 148
LORD, B. Trouble with Francis. 101
LORD, N. My Dog and I. 33
Loretta Mason Potts. Chase. 28
Lost Dispatch, Sobol. 105
Louis Agassiz. Forsee. 97
Louis Pasteur. Pain. 139
Love Song for Joyce. Kerry. 115
LOVELACE. What Cabrillo Found. 137
LOWNSBERY. Gift of the Forest. 121
Loyal Grenvilles. Peart. 87
Luckiest Girl. Cleary. 44
Lucy and Loki. Buckmaster. 127
Luna. McClung. 14
Lydia Longley, the First American Nun. McCarthy.
14
Mabel the Whale. King. 153
McCALL. Buttons See Things That Go. 171
. Log Fort Adventures. 171
McCARTHY. Lydia Longley, the First American
Nun. 14
McCAUSLAND. Plant Hunters. 99
McCAW. Our Happy Family. 14
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McCLINTOCK, M. Fly Went By. 116
McCLINTOCK, T. Animal Close-ups. 69
McCLUNG. Buzztail. 14
. Little Burma. 51
. Luna. 14
. Whooping Crane. 116
McCONNELL. Cornelia. 153
McCORMICK. Big Ninth. 101
McGOWAN. House of Friends. 86
MacINTYRE. Jane Likes Pictures. 171
MacKELLAR. Two for the Fair. 51
McKOWN. Publicity Girl. 137
McLEOD. Clancy's Witch. 138
McNEER. Canadian Story. 51
Made in Iceland. Golden. 8
Magic and Magicians. Severn. 90
Magic Feather Duster. Will and Nicolas. 122
Magic in My Shoes. Savery. 36
Magic or Not? Eager. 131
Magic Word for Elin. Lide and Johansen. 85
Magpie Hill. Stone. 54
MAITLAND. Little Red Rickshaw. 15
_ . Runaway Rickshaw. 116
Make It and Use It. Carlson. 111
MALONEY. Other Worlds in Space. 70
MALVERN. Good Troupers All. 117
. Great Garcias. 34
. Rhoda of Cyprus. 117
. Rogues and Vagabonds. 171
Man Who Discovered the Amazon. Syme. 106
MANLEY. Teen-Age Treasury for Girls. 101
Man-Made Moons. Adler. 57
Man-Made Satellites. Ley. 85
Man Who Was Don Quixote. Busoni. 94
MANNING. Green Smoke. 34
Mara Journeys Home. Witheridge. 56
Marine Corps. Hammond. 133
MARINO. Good-Bye, Thunderstorm. 138
MARKS, J. Spanish Fairy Tales. 117
MARKS, J. L. S. Peep Holes. 15
MARKS, M. Swing Me Swing Tree. 183
MARKUN. Secret of El Baru. 70
Mary Ellis, Student Nurse. Newell. 119
Mary Jane. Sterling. 158
MASON. Small Farm for Andy. 117
MATHESIUS. Ingeborg of Sweden. 101
MAUROIS. French Boy. 34
MAUZEY. Rice Boy. 15
MAYNARD. Ballet Companion. 15
MAYNE. Chorister's Cake. 51
MEADER. Commodore's Cup. 117
. Voyage of the Javelin. 172
MEADOWCROFT. Holding the Fort with Daniel
Boone. 34
MEANS. Borrowed Brother. 70
Meet South Africa. Gunther and Epstein. 64
Mellops Strike Oil. Ungerer. 22
MEMLING. Little Bear's Mother. 138
Men and Women behind the Atom. Riedman. 53
Men at Work in the Great Lakes States. Lent. 33
Men at Work in the South. Lent. 13
Men of Medicine. Shippen. 90
MENIUS. Patsy's Best Summer. 172
MENNINGER. Blueprint for Teen-Age Living. 183
MERRIAM. Voice of Liberty. 138
MERWIN. Somerhaze Farm. 102
MEYER, E. Bible Stories for Young Readers. 70
. Dynamite and Peace. 52
MEYER, J. Elements. 52
Mighty Ones. DeJong. 179
Mike's Island. Bradbury. 127
MILES. Cooking Book. 183
. What Is the World? 70
MILLER, E. Deadline at Spook Cabin. 102
MILLER, H. Gold Medal Plays for Holidays. 52
MILLER, K. Jolly Tailor. 26
MILLER, W. King Carlo of Capri. 102
. Pablo Paints a Picture. 184
Millions of Years Ago. Colbert. 147
MINARK. No Fighting, No Biting! 71
MINCIELI. Tales Merry and Wise. 102
Miranda the Panda Is on the Veranda. Sanders and
Highsmith. 73
Miss Cathy Leonard. Woolley. 40
Miss Hattie and the Monkey. Olds. 17
Mr. Bass's Planetoid. Cameron. 43
Mrs. 'Arris Goes to Paris. Gallico. 98
Mrs. Mouse Needs a House. Christensen. 111
Mogo the Mynah. Lifton. 136
Mohawk Valley. Welch. 144
MONCKTON. Tim Minds the Shop. 16
Monkey Business. Adler. 1
MONTGOMERY. Golden Stallion and the Wolf Dog.
103
. In Happy Hollow. 138
. Silver Hills. 118
. Tim's Mountain. 154
. Tom Pittman, USAF. 16
SWhitetail. 118
Moon Jumpers. Udry. 186
Moon or a Button. Krauss. 183
Moon Trip. Nephew and Chester. 103
Mooneyed Hound. Clark. 80
MOORE, J. Hot Shot at Third. 71
MOORE, L. Once Upon a Holiday. 154
MOORE, P. Isaac Newton. 139
MOORE, W. Fun with Tools. 35
Mooring Tree. Robinson. 18
More than You Bargained for. Aiken. 1
More the Merrier. Weber. 55
MORGAN. Hunt for the Yule Log. 35
MORRIS, P. Boy's Book of Frogs, Toads, and
Salamanders. 52
MORRIS, R. First Book of the Constitution. 71
MORROW. See Up the Mountain. 71
Moses. Petersham. 88
Motorcycle Dog. Barnum. 26
Mountaintop Summer. Johnson. 135
MOYNIHAN. Futility the Tapir. 154
MULLER-GUGGENBUHL. Swiss-Alpine Folk
Tales. 86
MUNCH. Road Runner. 16
MURRAY. Children of the Big Top. 118
Musa the Shoemaker. Stinetorf. 175
MUSGRAVE. Like a Red, Red Rose. 118
Music for Melanie. Reynolds. 18
My Dog and I. Lord. 33
My Heart's in the Highlands. Durell. 131
My Magic Dictionary. Scharfstein. 141
My Village in Ireland. Cidal. 8
My Village in Norway. Gidal. 83
My Village in Yugoslavia. Gidal. 8
Myrtle Albertina's Song. Pohlmann. 53
Mystery at Deer Hill. Voight. 22
Mystery at the Deserted Mill. Govan and West. 47
Mystery of Marr's Hill. Prud'hommeaux. 88
Mystery of the Jade-Green Cadillac. Clewes. 94
NASH. While Mrs. Coverlet Was Away. 52
Nature Detective. Selsam. 74
Navajo. Bleeker. 78
Navy. Robertson. 155
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NEPHEW. Moon Trip. 103
NEURATH. Between Earth and Sky. 118
. Deep Sea. 118
New Boy in Town. Brucker. 4
New Illustrated Hebrew-English Dictionary for
Young Readers. Goldberg. 132
New Mayflower. Villiers. 92
New Tall Tales of Pecos Bill. Felton. 180
NEWBERRY. Widget. 71
NEWELL, H. Mary Ellis, Student Nurse. 119
NEWELL, H. E. Space Book for Young People. 86
Nicho of the River. Richardson. 140
NICKERSON. Date with a Career. 139
NICOLAS. Magic Feather Duster. 122
NIELSEN. Walk under the Trees. 53
Night the Lights Went Out. Freeman. 47
Nine Planets. Branley. 110
Nkwala. Sharp. 74
No Fighting, No Biting! Minarik. 71
No More Tonsils! Paullin. 72
No Room for a Dog. Holland. 169
No Roses for Harry! Zion. 92
Noodlehead Stories from around the World.
Jagendorf. 12
NORMAN. Flight and Adventures of Charles II.
172
Norman the Doorman. Freeman. 180
NORTON, A. Star Gate. 35
. Time Traders. 72
NORTON, M. Borrowers Afloat. 119
Nutcracker. Chappell. 60
Nu Dang and His Kite. Ayer. 145
OAKLEY. Ranch by the Sea. 184
OBERREICH. Johann's "Magic Flute." 103
Odd One. Harrison. 65
Odyssey. Kerr. 135
OGBURN. Big Caesar. 16
OGILVIE. Fabulous Year. 35
. How Wide the Heart. 172
Old Bill. Lippincott. 86
Old Yeller. Disney. Told by Lindquist. 62
Old Yeller. Disney. Told by Shapiro. 62
OLDRIN. Chipmunk Terrace. 103
OLDS. Miss Hattie and the Monkey. 17
OLFSON. Radio Plays from Shakespeare. 17
OLIVER. Bonfire in the Wind. 139
On Stage, Mr. Jefferson! Latham. 33
Once upon a Holiday. Moore. 154
One Little Drum. Hodges. 49
One To Make Ready. Bragdon. 163
1,2,3; A Book To See. Wondriska. 187
Orbit. Ruchlis. 18
Orphan,.a Raccoon. Zistel. 123
ORR. See BOYD-ORR.
OSBORNE. Rudi and the Mayor of Naples. 184
Ostriches. Zim. 40
Other Worlds in Space. Maloney. 70
Our Happy Family. McCaw. 14
Pablo Paints a Picture. Miller. 184
Pageant of South American History. Peck. 87
Pages, Pictures, and Print. Foster. 83
PAIN. Louis Pasteur. 139
Palace under the Sea. Heppner. 151
PALAZZO. Little Red Hen. 172
. Tales of Don Quixote and His Friends.
154
Paleface Redskins. Jackson. 67
Pancho. Grant. 133
Paper, Ink, and Roller. Weiss. 159
Paris Hat. Cunningham. 112
PARKER, E. Duke of Sycamore. 154
PARKER, R. Sword of Ganelon. 173
PARSONS, G. A. Cut Bait, Johnny. 87
PARSONS, T. Find a Career in Journalism. 184
. How To Make Earthworms Pay. 72
Partick Steamboat. Knight. 183
PATCHETT. Send for Johnny Danger. 155
Path-through-the-Woods. Wilson. 76
Patsy's Best Summer. Menius. 172
PAULL. Come to the City. 155
PAULLIN. No More Tonsils! 72
Paul's Horse Herman. Weiss. 159
PAXTON. Coast Guard. 119
Peaceable Kingdom. Coatsworth. 61
PEARE. William Penn. 53
Pearls Are Made. Harrison. 9
PEART. Loyal Grenvilles. 87
PECK. Pageant of South American History. 87
Peco and the Pirates. Forrest. 63
Peep Holes. Marks. 15
Penguins on Parade. Lauber. 50
Peppernuts. Petersham. 88
Perilous Pilgrimage. Treece. 142
PERRY. 17 Million Jobs. 87
Peter and Anna and the Little Angel. Schulz. 104
Peter's Policeman. Lattin. 153
PETERSHAM. David. 88
SJoseph and His Brothers. 88
. Moses. 88
SPeppernuts. 88
. Ruth. 88
Pets from the Pond. Buck. 42
Petunia, Beware! Duvoisin. 63
PHILLIPS. Chucho. 36
PICARD. German Hero-Sagas and Folk Tales.
119
Picnic. Daugherty. 96
Pika and the Roses. Coatsworth. 179
PINE. Chinese Knew. 119
. Sounds All Around. 173
Pirate's Promise. Bulla. 163
PISTORIUS. What Dinosaur Is It? 139
Plain Princess and the Lazy Prince. Schrank. 74
Plant Hunters. Jewett and McCausland. 99
Plant Sitter. Zion. 176
Plants that Heal. Selsam. 141
PODENDORF. True Book of Rocks and Minerals.
120
. True Book of Space. 155
POHLMANN. Myrtle Albertina's Song. 53
POLITI. Saint Francis and the Animals. 173
Pony for Three. Anderson. 125
Pony Tail that Grew. Bromhall. 147
POOLE. Ballooning in the Space Age. 173
SFrontiers of Science. 17
POPE. Reptiles Round the World. 53
POPHAM. Fabulous Voyage of the Pegasus. 173
POSELL. True Book of Deserts. 36
POTTER, R. Tale of Peter Rabbit. 139
POTTER, J. Robin Is a Bear. 17
Potter and the Little Greek Maid. Lemp. 100
PRICE. Golden Wheel. 174
PRITCHETT. Cabin at Medicine Springs. 120
Promise of the Rose. Bothwell. 126
Proud Circus Horse. Zimnlk. 23
PRUD'HOMMEAUX. Mystery of Marr's Hill. 88
Publicity Girl. McKown. 137
Punkin Summer. Burress. 4
Puppy Who Wanted a Boy. Thayer. 75
Putt-Putt Skipper. Wriston. 123
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Queen Victoria. Streatfeild. 54
Rabbits' Wedding. Williams. 39
Rachel Field Story Book. Field. 83
Radio Plays from Shakespeare. Olfson. 17
Raggle-Taggle Fellow. Schlein. 156
Rails along the Chesapeake. Tufts. 76
Rainbow Book of American Folk Tales and Legends.
Leach. 51
Ranch by the Sea. Oakley. 184
RAND. Little River. 155
RAPAPORT. Horse Chestnut Hideaway. 88
RASP-NURI. Yusuf. 72
Rattlesnake God. Holden. 169
Really Real Family. Doss. 148
RECK. At the Railroad Station. 103
Red Drum's Warning. Lindquist. 69
REID. Allth. 72
REINFELD. Chess for Children. 73
Remember the Alamo! Warren. 143
Reptiles Round the World. Pope. 53
REY. Curious George Flies a Kite. 73
REYNOLDS, B. L. Cabin Boy and Extra Ballast.
17
REYNOLDS, H. Music for Melanie. 18
REYNOLDS, J. M. Jessica's Journal. 140
Rhoda of Cyprus. Malvern. 117
Ricardo and the Puppets. Little. 100
Rice Boy. Mauzey. 15
RICH. First Book of the Early Settlers. 174
RICHARDSON, J. M. Science and the Doctor. 166
RICHARDSON, T. Nicho of the River. 140
RICKERT. Bojabi Tree. 36
Ride Like an Indian. Larom. 136
Ride the White Tiger. Clark. 147
RIEDMAN. Charles Darwin. 184
. Let's Take a Trip to a Cement Plant.
185
. Men and Women behind the Atom. 53
RIPPER. Weasel Family. 174
Riverboy. Clark. 147
River-Minded Boy. Calhoun. 28
Road Runner. Munch and De Vault. 16
Roads. Boardman. 126
ROBERTSON. Henry Reed, Inc. 88
. If Wishes Were Horses. 89
_ Navy. 155
Robin Is a Bear. Potter. 17
ROBINSON, GERALDINE. Three Kittens in a Boat.
18
ROBINSON, GERTRUDE. Mooring Tree. 18
Rocket Power and Space Flight. Stine. 54
Rockets and Missiles. Bergaust. 3
Rockets, Missiles, and Moons. Coombs. 45
Rocks and Minerals. Zim and Shaffer. 56
Rocks and Rain and the Rays of the Sun. Fox. 149
Rocky, the Famous Bull Elk. Franklin. 131
Roger: A Most Unusual Rabbit. Blair. 126
ROGERS. Lens Magic. 18
Rogues and Vagabonds. Malvern. 171
ROPNER. Golden Impala. 156
ROSE. How St. Francis Tamed the Wolf. 140
Rosemary's Secret. Eberle. 6
ROSENFIELD. Let's Go to the Capitol. 120
ROSS, E. S. Buried Treasure and Other Picture
Tales. 89
ROSS, G. Scat the Witch's Cat. 103
ROTHENBERG. Stevie Finds a Way. 100
ROTHSCHILD. Bad Trouble in Miss Alcorn's
Class. 156
ROUNDS. Swamp Life. 36
ROUNDS. Whitey and the Wild Horse. 140
.Wildlife at Your Doorstep. 140
ROWAND. George Goes to Town. 73
RUCHLIS. Orbit. 18
Rudi and the Mayor of Naples. Osborne. 184
Runaway Rickshaw. Maitland. 116
Runny Days, Sunny Days. Fisher. 97
Russian Tales and Legends. Downing. 45
Ruth. Petersham. 88
Saga of Andy Burnett. White. 144
Saint Francis and the Animals. Politi. 173
St. Lawrence Seaway. Judson. 170
SAINT-MARCOUX. Light. 19
SAKADE. Japanese Children's Favorite Stories.
120
Salt-Water Men. Schull. 90
Sam and the Firefly. Eastman. 166
Sammy the Seal. Hoff. 134
Sand in My Castle. Belden. 3
SANDERS. Miranda the Panda Is on the Veranda.
73
Santo for Pasqualita. Clark. 146
SASEK. This Is Paris. 185
SAUNDERS. Golden Book of Nature Crafts. 141
SAVAGE. Gunpowder Girl. 89
Savage Island. Spittel. 142
SAVERY. Magic in My Shoes. 36
SAXON. All around the Land. 73
Scat the Witch's Cat. Ross. 103
SCHARFF. Look for a Bird's Nest. 89
SCHARFSTEIN. My Magic Dictionary. 141
SCHEALER. This Way to the Stars. 37
SCHEELE. Ancient Elephants. 120
SCHEINFELD. Why You Are You. 156
SCHEMBERGER. Tom's Big Strike. 185
SCHLEIN. Big Cheese. 73
. Bumblebee's Secret. 37
. Home: The Tale of a Mouse. 104
. Raggle-Taggle Fellow. 156
SCHMELTZER. Axe of Bronze. 89
SCHNEIDER. Lifeline. 120
SCHOLZ. Bench Boss. 156
Schoolroom in the Parlor. Caudill. 178
SCHOOR. Jackie Robinson. 37
SCHRANK. Plain Princess and the Lazy Prince.
74
SCHULL. Salt-Water Men. 90
SCHULZ. Peter and Anna and the Little Angel.
104
SCHWALJE. Boy Who Made Magic. 104
Science and the Doctor. Elwell and Richardson.
166
Science Can Be Fun. Leaf. 100
Science in Your Own Back Yard. Cooper. 61
SCOTT. Judy's Surprising Day. 19
Scrapbook of Real-Life Stories for Young People.
Frankel. 98
Sea Ape. Crisp. 111
Sea around Us. Carson. 128
Secret Circle. Forbus. 113
Secret Horse. Holland. 152
Secret of Crossbone Hill. Gage. 132
Secret of El Baru. Markun. 70
Secret of Grandfather's Dairy. Lomask. 137
Secret of Smuggler's Cove. Leighton. 136
Secret of the Indian Mound. Gage. 7
Secret of the Samurai Sword. Whitney. 92
See Up the Mountain. Morrow. 71
Seeds and More Seeds. Selsam. 157
SELSAM. Birth of an Island. 157
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SELSAM. Exploring the Animal Kingdom. 19
. Nature Detective. 74
. Plants that Heal. 141
. Seeds and More Seeds. 157
Send for Johnny Danger. Patchett. 155
SEREDY. Tenement Tree. 174
SEUSS. Cat in the Hat Comes Back. 74
. Yertle the Turtle. 37
Seven for Saint Nicholas. Hall. 48
17 Million Jobs. Perry. 87
SEVERN, B. How To Earn Money. 37
SEVERN, W. Magic and Magicians. 90
SEYMOUR. When the Dikes Broke. 74
SHABAD. Golden Geographic Encyclopaedia. 104
Shadows. Kettelkamp. 12
Shadows into Mist. Turngren. 21
SHAFFER. Rocks and Minerals. 56
Shanghaied. Fielding. 7
SHAPIRO. Golden Book of America. 38
SHARP. Nkwala. 74
Shawnee Tomahawk. Williams. 122
Shepherd's Nosegay. Fillmore. 83
SHERBURNE. Jennifer. 141
SHERWOOD. Tale of the Warrior Lord. 90
SHIPPEN. Andrew Carnegie and the Age of Steel.
121
. Men of Medicine. 90
Shooting Stars. Zim. 123
SHORT. Andy and the Wild Wood Ducks. 185
SHULTZ. Lady from Savannah. 19
Sia Lives on Kilimanjaro. Lindgren. 170
Silver Dawn. Johnson. 32
Silver Heels. Christie. 79
Silver Hills. Montgomery. 118
SILVERMAN. Good-for-Nothing Burro. 174
Simba of the White Mane. Arundel. 109
SIMON. Amazing Book of Birds. 104
SIMONT. Contest at Paca. 185
SINGH. Gift of the Forest. 121
Singing Strings. Kettelkamp. 67
Singing Time Growing Up. Coleman. 81
Sir Henry and the Dragon. Cretien. 179
Sister Elizabeth Kenny. Thomas. 75
Ski Lodge Mystery. Atwater. 125
Ski Town! Stanford. 157
Skipping Island. Brock. 79
Skyscraper. Lian. 69
Skyscraper Island. Cary. 5
SLOBODKIN, F. Too Many Mittens. 90
SLOBODKIN, L. First Book of Drawing. 75
. Spaceship Returns to the Apple Tree. 75
. Wide-Awake Owl. 20
Small Boy Is Listening. Zemach. 160
Small Farm for Andy. Mason. 117
Small One. Gay. 167
SMITH, B. Islands of Hawaii. 38
SMITH, F. Wilderness Adventure. 105
Snail Mail. Torbert. 21
SNELL. Joyful Songs. 175
Snowstorm. Chonz. 44
SNYDER. First Book of the Soviet Union. 157
. First Book of World War I. 20
. First Book of World War I. 20
So You're in High School. Detjen. 112
SOBOL. Lost Dispatch. 105
Solar Energy. Branley. 42
Somebody Else's Nut Tree. Krauss. 68
Somerhaze Farm. Merwin. 102
Something for Christmas. Brown. 27
Something Special. De Regniers. 62
Son of the Gondolier. Steinmann. 20
Songs for Early Childhood at Church and Home.
Curry. 112
SOOTIN, H. Gregor Mendel. 186
SOOTIN, L. Let's Go to a Farm. 141
. Let's Go to an Airport. 38
. Let's Go to the Zoo. 121
Sorority Rebel. Conrad. 95
Sound of Things. Wondriska. 23
Sounds All Around. Pine and Levine. 173
South of Cape Horn. Sperry. 105
South Town. Graham. 64
Space Book for Young People. Newell. 86
Space Cat and the Kittens. Todd. 91
Space Pilots. Ley. 85
Space Satellite. Beeland and Wells. 42
Space Stations. Ley. 85
Space Travel. Ley. 85
Spaceship Returns to the Apple Tree. Slobodkin.
75
Spanish Fairy Tales. Marks. 117
SPEARE. Witch of Blackbird Pond. 91
SPERRY. All about the Arctic and Antarctic. 54
. South of Cape Horn. 105
Spettecake Holiday. Unnerstad. 55
SPITTEL. Savage Island. 142
SPOERL. Beginnings. 96
Spy in Old Philadelphia. Emery. 82
STANFORD. Ski Town! 157
Star Gate. Norton. 35
Stars in Her Eyes. Cavanna. 28
Star-Spangled Banner. Swanson. 158
STEELE. Andy Jackson's Water Well. 142
STEINBERG. Eleanor Roosevelt. 186
STEINER. Kiki Is an Actress. 158
. Terry Writes a Letter. 121
. Where Are You Going? 105
STEINMAN. This Railroad Disappears. 75
STEINMANN. Son of the Gondolier. 20
STERLING. Mary Jane. 158
STERN. Golden Geographic Encyclopaedia. 104
STEVENSON. Virginia Dare. 121
STEVER. Freight Yard. 122
Stevie Finds a Way. Liebers and Rothenburg. 100
STILLMAN. Understanding Time. 106
STINE. Rocket Power and Space Flight. 54
STINETORF. Musa the Shoemaker. 175
STOLZ. And Love Replied. 106
. Emmett's Pig. 158
STONE. Magpie Hill. 54
Story of Albert Einstein. Freeman. 7
Story of Archeology. Allen. 2
Story of Eyes. Sutton-Vane. 20
Story of Holly and Ivy. Godden. 47
Story of Robert Louis Stevenson. Howard. 169
Story of Schools. Boehm. 58
STOUTENBURG. Honeymoon. 54
. Wild Animals of the Far West. 91
Strange Garden. De Leeuw. 29
Strange Plants and Their Ways. Hutchins. 11
STREATFEILD. First Book of England. 91
. Queen Victoria. 54
Stretch Bolton Comes Back. Leonard. 14
Strictly for Secretaries. Whitcomb. 76
STUART, D. London through the Ages. 91
STUART, M. Airplane at the Airport. 142
SULLIVAN. White Land of Adventure. 38
Sultan's Fool. Gilstrap and Estabrook. 84
SUMMERS. Wait for Private Black. 186
Sun and Its Family. Adler. 1
Sun, Earth, and Man. Bischof. 26
Sun Kingdom of the Aztecs. von Hagen. 143
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SUTCLIFF. Warrior Scarlet. 75
SUTTON. Illustrated Book of the Sea. 48
SUTTON VANE. Story of Eyes. 20
Swamp Life. Rounds. 36
SWANSON. Star-Spangled Banner. 158
Swineherd. Andersen. 93
Swing Me Swing Tree. Marks. 183
Swiss-Alpine Folk Tales. Miiller-Guggenbiihl. 86
Sword of Ganelon. Parker. 173
SYME. Man Who Discovered the Amazon. 106
. Vasco da Gama. 175
Takao and Grandfather's Sword. Uchida. 21
Tale of Peter Rabbit. Potter. 139
Tale of the Warrior Lord. Sherwood. 90
Tales Merry and Wise. Mincieli. 102
Tales of Don Quixote and His Friends. Palazzo.
154
Tales Told Again. De la Mare. 130
Tall Ships. Wilson. 92
Tammy Camps Out. Baker. 26
TANNENBAUM. Understanding Time. 106
Tan's Fish. Todd. 186
TARCOV. Your Neighbor Celebrates. 30
TARRY. Katharine Drexel. 21
TAYLOR, D. Ancient Greece. 106
TAYLOR, R. Circus Triumphant. 175
TAYLOR, S. All-of-a-Kind Family Uptown. 21
Teen-Age Treasury for Girls. Manley. 101
Television Works Like This. Bendick. 178
Tenement Tree, Seredy. 174
Terry Sets Sail. Floethe. 113
Terry Writes a Letter. Steiner. 121
That Big Broozer. Graham. 133
That Colt Fireplug. Coates. 147
That First Easter. Denker. 165
THAYER. Puppy Who Wanted a Boy. 75
Then Came Mr. Billy Barker. Justus. 170
They Wanted the Real Answers. Williams-Ellis.
108
Think, Mr. Platypus. Hewett. 66
This Is Maggie Muggins. Grannan. 150
This Is Paris. Sasek. 185
This Is Your Civil Air Patrol. Colby. 164
This Railroad Disappears. Steinman. 75
This Way to the Stars. Schealer. 37
THOMAS. George Washington Carver. 142
. Sister Elizabeth Kenny. 75
__ . Thomas Alva Edison. 122
THOMPSON. Eloise at Christmastime. 54
Three Bedtime Stories. Williams. 108
Three Boys and a Helicopter. Agle and Wilson. 41
Three Kittens in a Boat. Robinson. 18
Three Who Met. Craig. 61
Through an Opera Glass. Gass and Weinstock. 64
Throw a Kiss, Harry. Chalmers. 5
Tim and Lucy Go to Sea. Ardizzone. 177
Tim Minds the Shop. Monckton. 16
Time Traders. Norton. 72
Timid Timothy. Williams. 55
Timothy Tattercoat. Chaney. 128
Tim's Mountain. Montgomery. 154
Tiptop Wish. Dudley. 45
Tistou of the Green Thumbs. Druon. 130
Tizz and Company. Biajk. 146
TODD. Space Cat and the Kittens. 91
. Tan's Fish. 186
Tom Pittman, USAF. Montgomery. 16
Tom Swift and His Ultrasonic Cycloplane. Appleton.
2
Tomb of the Mayan King. Le Grand. 85
Tommy Learns To Drive a Tractor. Lewellen.
100
Tomorrow Will Be Bright. Hunt. 10
Tom's Big Strike. Schemberger. 185
Tom-toms in Kotokro. Guillot. 84
Too Many Mittens. Slobodkin. 90
Too Near the Throne. Haycraft. 151
Tools of Science. Adler. 25
Tooooot! La Well. 136
TOR. Getting To Know Greece. 122
. Getting To Know the Philippines. 55
TORBERT. Snail Mail. 21
TREASE. Escape to King Alfred. 107
Treasure of Green Knowe. Boston. 42
Treasure Trails Parade. Barrows. 58
Treasury of Christmas Plays. Kamerman. 67
Treasury of Games and Puzzles. Wallace. 187
Tree House Island. Corbett. 148
Tree House. Wills. 22
TREECE. Further Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.
38
. Perilous Pilgrimage. 142
TREZ. Circus in the Jungle. 159
Trouble with Francis. Lord. 101
True Book of Deserts. Posell. 36
True Book of Rocks and Minerals. Podendorf. 120
True Book of Schools. Elkin. 149
True Book of Space. Podendorf. 155
TUFTS. Rails along the Chesapeake. 76
TURNGREN. Shadows into Mist. 21
Twenty-Third Street Crusaders. Carson. 111
Twin Kittens. Hogan. 66
Two for the Fair. MacKellar. 51
Two Strikes on Johnny. Christopher. 94
UCHIDA. Takao and Grandfather's Sword. 21
UDRY. Moon Jumpers. 186
Umbrella. Yashima. 23
Umphy Elephant, Window Cleaner. Hope. 152
UNDERHILL. Beaverbird. 175
. First Came the Family. 39
Understanding Time. Tannenbaum and Stillman.
106
Understudy. Brown. 163
UNGERER. Adelaide. 176
. Crictor. 22
. Mellops Strike Oil. 22
UNNERSTAD. Spettecake Holiday. 55
Upside-Down Boy. Ivens. 32
Vasco da Gama. Syme. 175
VASILIU. Everything Is Somewhere. 159
VIERTEL. Xingu. 176
VILLIERS. New Mayflower. 92
VIPONT. Bless This Day. 187
Virginia Dare. Stevenson. 121
Voice of Liberty. Merriam. 138
VOIGHT. Mystery at Deer Hill. 22
VON HAGEN. Sun Kingdom of the Aztecs. 143
VON TESSIN. Long-Haired Elephant Child. 22
Voyage of the Javelin. Meader. 172
VREEKEN. Boy Who Would Not Say His Name.
159
Wait for Private Black. Summers. 186
Walk under the Trees. Nielsen. 53
WALKER. Golden Stile. 76
WALLACE. Treasury of Games and Puzzles.
Walter Reed. Higgins. 181
WARD. Elephant That Ga-lumphed. 143
WARNER. Cabin for Ducks. 107
187
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WARREN. Remember the Alamo! 143
Warrior Scarlet. Sutcliff. 75
Water. Bauer. 125
WATSON. Giant Little Book of Birds. 143
. World of Science. 187
Weasel Family. Ripper. 174
WEBBER. It Looks Like This. 76
WEBER. More the Merrier. 55
Wedding in the Family. Du Jardin. 113
WEINSTOCK. Through an Opera Glass. 64
WEISS. Paper, Ink, and Roller. 159
. Paul's Horse Herman. 159
WELCH. Mohawk Valley. 144
WELLS, H. Cherry Ames at Hilton Hospital. 159
WELLS, R. Space Satellite. 42
WERNER. Catholic Child's Bible; Stories from the
New Testament. 107
. Catholic Child's Bible; Stories from the
Old Testament. 107
Wes Powell. Wibberley. 107
WEST, E. Mystery at the Deserted Mill. 47
WEST, J. Happy Hollisters. 107
Westward, Westward, Westward. Abell. 1
Whaling Boy. Freuchen. 47
What Cabrillo Found. Lovelace. 137
What Dinosaur Is It? Pistorius. 139
What Do You Say, Dear? Joslin. 67
What Is a Season? Darby. 179
What Is a Turtle? Darby. 179
What Is the World? Miles. 70
Wheel of Time. Zarchy. 23
When the Cows Got Out. Koch. 115
When the Dikes Broke. Seymour. 74
Where Are You Going? Steiner. 105
Where the Heart Is. Lambert. 99
While Mrs. Coverlet Was Away. Nash. 52
Whiskers of Ho Ho. Littlefield. 86
WHITCOMB. Strictly for Secretaries. 76
WHITE, A. All about the Great Rivers of the
World. 39
WHITE, S. Saga of Andy Burnett. 144
White Bunny and His Magic Nose. Duplaix. 81
White Collar Girl. Hall. 168
White Land of Adventure. Sullivan. 38
White Water. Breck. 146
Whitetail. Montgomery. 118
Whitey and the Wild Horse. Rounds. 140
WHITNEY. Secret of the Samurai Sword. 92
Who Built the Dam? Bate. 42
Whooping Crane. McClung. 116
Why You Are You. Scheinfeld. 156
WIBBERLEY. Wes Powell. 107
Wide Awake and Other Poems. Livingston. 153
Wide-Awake Owl. Slobodkin. 20
Widget. Newberry. 71
WIEDERHOLD. Your Pony Book. 122
WIESE. Groundhog and His Shadow. 160
WILCOX. Castle on the Campus. 144
Wild Animals of the Far West. Stoutenburg. 91
Wild Folk in the Mountains. Fenton. 97
Wilderness Adventure. Smith. 105
Wildlife at Your Doorstep. Rounds. 140
WILL. Magic Feather Duster. 122
Willa. Franchere. 64
William Penn. Peare. 53
WILLIAMS, E. Wooden Horse. 187
WILLIAMS, F. Shawnee Tomahawk. 122
WILLIAMS, GARTH. Rabbit's Wedding. 39
. Three Bedtime Stories. 108
WILLIAMS, GWENEIRA. Timid Timothy. 55
WILLIAMS, J. Danny Dunn and the Homework
Machine. 39
WILLIAMS-ELLIS. They Wanted the Real
Answers. 108
WILLIAMSON. First Book of Mammals. 108
WILLS. Tree Houses. 22
WILSON, B. Path-through-the-Woods. 76
WILSON, E. Three Boys and a Helicopter. 41
WILSON, H. Tall Ships. 92
Wings at Sea. Coombs. 130
Winkie's World. Hall. 168
Winter-Sleeping Wildlife. Barker. 110
WISE. Frances by Starlight. 40
Witch of Blackbird Pond. Speare. 91
Witches, Witches, Witches. Hoke. 152
WITHERIDGE. Mara Journeys Home. 56
WITHERS. Illustrated Book of American Folklore.
94
WITTEN. Escape from the Shawnees. 160
Wobble, the Witch Cat. Calhoun. 79
WOLFE. Let's Go to a City Hall. 108
. Let's Go to a Planetarium. 160
WOLVERTON. Gold at Hunter's Point. 123
Wonder Book of Trains. Carlisle. 43
Wonderful Egg. Ipcar. 11
Wonderful Tumble of Timothy Smith. Faber. 96
Wonderful Wheels. Ziner. 144
Wonderful World of Energy. Hogben. 31
Wonderful World of Food. Boyd-Orr. 4
Wonderful World of Life. Huxley. 182
Wonderful World of Medicine. Calder. 5
Wonderful World of Music. Britten and Hoist. 78
Wonderful World of the Sea. Fisher. 46
WONDRISKA. 1,2,3; A Book To See. 187
. Sound of Things. 23
Wooden Horse. Williams. 187
WOOLEY. Miss Cathy Leonard. 40
WORCESTER. Lone Hunter's First Buffalo Hunt.
108
World of Carbon. Asimov. 58
World of Jo Davidson. Kuhn. 115
World of Nitrogen. Asimov. 145
World of Science. Watson. 187
World's Great Religions. Life Magazine. 116
Worlds of Nature. Disney. 6
WRIGHT, A. Horse Marines. 40
WRIGHT, D. Holiday for Edith and the Bears. 56
WRISTON. Putt-Putt Skipper. 123
WYLER. First Days of the World. 25
. First People in the World. 25
Xingu. Viertel. 176
YASHIMA. Umbrella. 23
Year when Stardust Fell. Jones. 170
YEFREMOV. Land of Foam. 144
Yellow Hat. Faulkner. 166
Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories. Seuss. 37
YLLA, illus. Animal Babies. 160
You, the Person You Want To Be. Fedder. 46
Young Doctor of New Amsterdam. James. 49
Young Man in a Hurry. Latham. 68
Young Mike Fink. Ball. 2
Young People's Book of Science. Blough. 126
Your Neighbor Celebrates. Gilbert and Tarcov. 30
Your Parrakeet. Foster. 97
Your Pony Book. Wiederhold. 122
Your Wonderful World of Science. Freeman. 64
Yugoslav Folk-Tales. 6urCija-Prodanovic. 62
Yusuf. Rasp-Nuri. 72
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ZAIDENBERG. How To Draw Wild Animals. 40
ZARCHY. Wheel of Time. 23
ZEMACH. Small Boy Is Listening. 160
ZIEGLER. Face in the Stone. 176
ZIM. Ostriches. 40
. Rocks and Minerals. 56
. Shooting Stars. 123
ZIMNIK. Proud Circus Horse. 23
ZINER. Little Sailor's Big Pet. 123
. Wonderful Wheels. 144
ZION. No Roses for Harry! 92
. Plant Sitter. 176
ZISTEL. Orphan, a Raccoon. 123
ZOLOTOW. Do You Know What I'll Do? 92
Zoo of My Own. Conyn. 179




